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Abstract 
I n this thesis, we firstly extend elements and periodicity properties of the theta func-
t ion theory to functions that represent a wider domain of symmetries and properties, 
graded w i t h different amounts of p > 1, p G N. Unlike theta functions, these gen-
eralised, "higher-level Appell functions" K,p satisfy open quasiperiodicity relations, 
w i t h additive theta funct ion terms emerging as violating terms of open quasiperiodic 
/Cp's. We evaluate the S and T modular transformations of these functions and show 
that the S-transform of /Cp does not just give back /C p, but also includes p addi-
tional ^-functions which are precisely those violating the quasiperiodicity of Appell 
functions. This sets a new pattern of modular group representations on functions 
that are not double quasiperiodic. Whi le calculating the S-transform of JCP, a newly 
arising funct ion, namely $ ( r , /J,) w i l l be also thoroughly analysed. 
As two interesting applications, we f i rs t ly study the modular group action on unitary 
and on an admissible class of non-unitary N = 2 characters which are not periodic 
under the spectral flow and cannot therefore be rationally expressed through theta 
functions. Secondly we continue this study for the admissible representation of the 
affine Lie superalgebra s£ (2 | l ) . We see in the final result for both cases that the 
functions A(T, V) are the "violating" terms of unitary calculations. We lastly confirm 
all our results by some sets of consistency checks including an essential residue cal-
culation. We believe this new way of using Appel l functions, could be used for any 
other algebraic structure whose characters can be rewritten in terms of higher-level 
Appel l functions. 
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Problem-solving in science, and in fundamental physics in particular, necessitates 
the use and development of appropriate mathematical tools. Once the problem is 
solved, the scientist stands back and often tries to revisit the subject in a broader 
perspective. By studying the context in which the problem was in i t ia l ly tackled, he 
or she is led to seek generalisations of the mathematical tools themselves. Solving 
the general case may sometimes appear at first to be irrelevant to the description 
of the world as we see i t , but i t always provides valuable information on the special 
cases i t reduces to and which are more immediately relevant. The less straightfor-
ward a generalisation is, the more i t tells on 'miraculous' special cases. 
The original motivation behind this thesis was to investigate whether one could 
bui ld a consistent conformal field theory whose symmetry is the superconformal 
N = 2 algebra at central charge 
2p 
c = 3(1 ) , u = 3 , 4 , p = 2, 3 , u and p coprime. (1.1) 
The answer to this question is s t i l l under debate, but we achieve an important step 
toward that ult imate goal: we calculate the behaviour of the corresponding irre-
ducible characters under the modular group and highlight the mathematical struc-
ture behind that behaviour. In fact, our thesis goes much beyond the particulars of 
N = 2 superconformal algebras. The tools developed, namely the higher-level Appell 
1 
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functions 1 , and the techniques employed are of use in a wide range of situations 
where the characters are not quasiperiodic in variables belonging to C. 
I t should be clear that our work has much more to do w i t h the analysis of com-
plex functions ( which happen to describe characters of particular representations of 
infinite-dimensional algebras) than wi th aspects of the potentially related conformal 
field theories. We therefore only touch upon conformal field theory considerations 
here, and put the emphasis on the highly non-tr ivial mathematics involved. 
Two-dimensional conformal symmetry and its supersymmetric generalisations 
have been extremely popular over the last twenty years as they underlie the de-
scription of String Theory in the context of Elementary Particle Theory, but also 
the description of crit ical phenomena in Statistical Mechanics 2 . These theories 
are particularly successful in describing Nature i n regimes where they are unitary 
and minimal . The constraint of unitarity for a conformal field theory is that of the 
absence of negative norm states in the theory. The physical implication is that two-
point correlation functions of primary fields (except for the identity operator) fa l l 
off w i t h distance. Such behaviour however should not be expected in all physical 
systems described by a two-dimensional model. For instance, the spin system w i t h 
short-range interactions known as the Yang-Lee edge singularity, and also polymers, 
have phases described by non-unitary models. So the uni tar i ty condition should not 
be confused w i t h a physical condition. Minimality constrains the conformal field 
theory to have a finite number of local fields w i t h well-defined scaling behaviour. 
In the case of non-supersymmetric conformal field theory for instance, where the 
underlying symmetry is the Virasoro algebra, the minimal sectors are described by 
central charges of the fo rm 
, AP-P'Y , , OX 
c = 1 — o — , p and p copnme, (1.2) 
PP 
1 These functions at level one or higher should not be confused with the hypergeometric functions 
Fi,F2,F3 and F4 familiar to those calculating loop corrections to Feynman diagrams, and which 
bear the same name. 
. 2 The subject is well-documented and the literature vast. A good starting point could be [15] 
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and for each choice of pair (p,p'), there is a finite number of primary fields w i t h 
conformal dimension 
Uni tar i ty requires a fur ther constraint on the pair of coprime integers p and p'\ one 
must ensure that p' — p + 1. Primary fields <j)r<s(z) w i t h z € C are associated w i t h 
irreducible highest weight characters. The latter are complex functions of one or 
more variables (depending on the infinite-dimensional algebra considered) counting 
the number of independent positive norm states obtained by application of the 
(negative) modes of generators on the highest weight state which is in one-to-one 
correspondence w i t h a given primary field. 
I n the context of String Theory as well as crit ical phenomena in Statistical Mechan-
ics, one is led to consider conformal field theories defined on a torus rather than on 
the whole complex plane. In critical phenomena, the torus allows the imposit ion of 
periodic boundary conditions in two directions of the complex plane. In interactive 
String Theory, the torus is the first of a series of Riemann surfaces of non-zero genus 
which describe the worldsheet of closed strings spl i t t ing and joining together again. 
I t is important for the consistency of such theories that the correlation functions are 
indifferent to the parametrisations of these Riemann surfaces. Surfaces of genus at 
least one have a set of complex parameters or modul i which can be moved by trans-
formations not continuously connected to the identity. Such transformations change 
the values of modul i but not the shape of the surface, and they are called modular 
transformations. The torus has one modulus, r 6 C, and modular invariance of the 
vacuum to vacuum amplitude on a torus (the par t i t ion function) is a very strong 
constraint on a conformal field theory. The set of modular transformations of a 
torus are the Mobius transformations M. on r , 
(pr — p's)2 — (p — p')2 
4pp' 
(1.3) 
w i t h r, s in the ranges 
1 < r < p', 1 < s < p, pr < p's. (1.4) 
a b 
M C C : T-+T 
c d 
ar + b 
CT + d ' 
a, b, c, d, e Z , ad — bc=l. (1.5) 
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The 2 x 2 matrices in (1.5) form the group SL(2,Z). More precisely, since 
—a, —b, —c, — d lead to the same Mobius transformation, we actually restrict the 
modular group to P S X ( 2 , Z ) = S X ( 2 , Z ) / Z 2 . A l l Mobius transformations are gen-
erated by the two fol lowing transformations: 
, 0 - 1 \ / l l 
S = \ , T = \ 
1 0 / \ 0 1 
w i t h the relations, 
S2 = (ST)3 = (TS)3 = C, (1.6) 
where C — —I (and obviously, C2 = I). In other words, the two generators are, 
S : r - » - - , 
r 
T : T - ) • r + 1 . (1.7) 
Torus part i t ion functions may be expressed as bilinear combinations of characters 
of irreducible representations of the symmetry algebra considered. The knowledge 
of such characters and of how they transform under the modular group is therefore 
crucial as a first step to bui ld the modular invariant par t i t ion functions. 
We illustrate the above statement in the case of a well-known simple example: the 
unitary minimal Virasoro model at central charge c = | (Ising model). The irre-
ducible characters of min imal Virasoro theories at central charge (1.2) and conformal 
dimension (1.3) are conventionally labelled X r , s { T ) 3 - The expression for the par t i t ion 
function of such models reads, 
Z ( r ) = XI nrs;tuXrAT)Xt,u(f)> i 1 ^ ) 
(r,s),{t,u)eEpp, 
where Epy denotes the set of pairs (r, s) in the range (1.4). The multiplicit ies 
TiTs-tu of occurrence of the corresponding left-r ight representation modules are non-
negative integers and the identity is non-degenerate (i.e. ni^-i^ = 1) in a physical 
part i t ion funct ion. A sufficient condition for the above part i t ion function to be 
modular invariant is that i t satisfies, 
Z ( r + l ) = Z ( r ) , Z ( - - ) = Z(r), (1.9) 
T 
3 For an explicit expression, see for instance [15]. 
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i.e. that i t be invariant under the transformations T and S (1.7). I t has been 
long known that these transformations act linearly on the basis of minimal Virasoro 
characters, namely 
Xr , ( r + l ) = 7 r s , p a X p A T ) 





2 j — ( - l ) 1 + 8 p + r f f s m ( i r ^ - r p ) s i n (7r - s a ) V pp' p' P (1.11) 
are unitary matrices. Constructing a modular-invariant par t i t ion function amounts 
to finding a set of multiplicit ies n r S ] t u such that 
n U ; l , i = 1 
n7 = 7 n 
n S = 8 n , (1.12) 
where the last two conditions express (in matr ix form) the invariance of the par t i t ion 
function under T and S. For the Ising model (p = 3,p' = 4), the three primary 
fields are (f>i,i(z),4>it2(z) and ^2,2(2) (identity, energy and spin fields respectively) 




e 24 0 o\ 
0 
23i ir 
e 24 0 
V0 0 i ir ei2 J 
( l 1 V2' 
1 1 -y/2 
KV2 -y/2 0 
(1.13) 
(1.14) 
The simplest (and in this case, the unique) modular invariant par t i t ion funct ion is 
easily constructed as the following diagonal invariant, 
Z / S m 9 = | X l , l | 2 + | X l , 2 | 2 + | X 2 , 2 | (1.15) 
C h a p t e r 1. In troduct ion 6 
In fact, such diagonal invariants exist for all min imal Virasoro models, thanks to 
the uni tar i ty of S. Bu t in general the weakest condition of T invariance allows for 
a bi t more freedom than h = h, namely T invariance is preserved i f h = hmod 1. 
I t is then possible to construct non-diagonal modular invariant par t i t ion functions 
containing a subset of primary fields </>r,s, {r, s) G EPtP> [4], using (1.10) and (1.11). 
Strictly speaking, the terminology 'minimal non unitary ' in the context of N = 2 
superconformal algebra is slightly misleading, and we choose to refer to such models 
as 'admissible' instead. Indeed, the sectors of interest to us are those w i t h central 
charge c given in (1.1), and for each pair of coprime integers (p, i t ) , the possible 
primary fields have conformal dimension 
K,sfi = s - 1 - (r - 1 ) ^ + 9(1 - ^ ) , (1.16) 
w i t h r,s,9 in the ranges 
1 
l < r < u - l , l~P<s<p, 0 e Z o r Z + - . (1.17) 
I f p = 1, the associated characters are periodic (of period u) in the parameter (twist) 
9 and the theory, which is unitary then, is also minimal as the number of characters 
is finite. However, i f one relaxes the constraint p = 1, the characters are no longer 
periodic in 9. This observation is actually far f rom being innocuous: i t is at the root 
of the complication in establishing the behaviour of the characters under the modular 
group. Al though non unitary and non minimal , such theories happen to be relevant 
in the description of non-critical N = 2 strings i n particular [34-36]. A n algebraic 
structure closely related to the N = 2 superconformal algebra, and therefore also 
instrumental in non cri t ical superstring theory, is the affine Lie superalgebra s^(2|l) 
at level, 
A; = - - l . (1.18) 
u 
I t is precisely for these levels that the superalgebra possesses the so-called 'admissi-
ble' representations [37]. 
In our efforts to master the modular transformations of admissible N = 2 and 
s£(2\l) characters, we are led to generalise the theta funct ion theory by studying the 
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modular transformations of functions that are not doubly quasiperiodic in variable(s) 
belonging to C, and which are called level-p Appell functions. For a positive integer 
p, we define the level-p Appel l funct ion as 4 
/ C p ( r , ^ ) = £ _ o M t , + „ + m T ) , r , u ^ e C, Im(r) > 0 . (1.19) 
meZ 
The T and 5 transformations of fCp are then as follows, 
KP{T,V± i , ^ q p 5), p o d d , 
/Cp(T + l , i / , / i ) = < (1.20) 
/C p(r, z/,//), p even. 
and 
+ r2-/ e" r P r * ( ^ r ' ^ ~ a,T)-d(jpT,pv + a r ) , (1.21) 
a=0 
W here 
$ ( r , ^ ) = - _ _ - - dxe-™ VT7 L _ ^ . (1.22) 
2\J—IT I 7R sinh(7ra;\/—zr) 
Modular transformation properties of theta functions 5 can be considered to underlie 
the well-known modular group representation on a class of characters of affine Lie 
algebras [3]. Tha t a modular group representation can be associated w i t h a set of 
primary fields (</?A) is often taken as the basic criterion that {upA) consistently define 
a conformal field theory model. Moreover, modular properties of theta functions 
can be derived f rom their quasiperiodicity under lattice translations. Tha t the 
characters x(T> vi • • •) expressed through the theta functions carry a modular group 
representation, similarly, is intimately related to the fact that they are quasiperiodic 
under spectral flow transformations6. A well-known example is provided by the 
admissible characters of s£{2) at level k = ^ — 2 introduced in Chapter 2. Their 
modular S-transform may schematically be given as 
C _ C st(2) 
O-Xr,s,u,p;0 — 2_> ti{r,s,6)-(r',s',6')XT>,s',u,p-e' • 
4Note that for /z —> ioo and p = 1, one recovers the theta function (2.2.3). 
5See Chapter 2 for a brief review on theta functions. 
6 The name is taken over from the N = 2 superconformal algebra [9]. 
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However the characters " , • • • ) that are not quasiperiodic in v,..., (i.e., are not 
spectral-flow periodic) cannot be rationally expressed through theta functions and do 
not fit the above pattern. Their modular properties must therefore be different from 
those of quasiperiodic characters. On the other hand, every consistent conformal 
field theory model can nevertheless be expected to lead to a "reasonable" modular 
behaviour of an appropriate set of characters, including those that are not spectral-
flow periodic. This raises the question of properly generalising the above pattern 
to such characters, and a simple object with 'open' quasiperiodicity properties has 
been known since the nineteenth century: the 'Appell function' X^(x', y') introduced 
by M.P. Appell [1], 
WJ) = ^ E ^ ^ - " C " J ^ + C • (1-23) 
^ nez e—T^~ - q2n 
K' 
where \i is a positive integer and q = e _ 7 r ~K with K and K', the half-periods of 
an associated function of the complex variable z e C . Xp,(x',y') converges for any 
x',y' e C, except when x' - y' = 2KZ + 2iK'Z. 
Appell studied doubly periodic functions of a complex variable z, 
<j){z + 2K) = eaz+b4>{z) 
(f){z + 2iK') = ea'z+b'(f){z), a, b, a', b' constants. 
It is always possible to multiply <p(z) by a phase of the form e * z 2 + x ' z s o that 
the resulting function f(z) = eXz2+x'z<j)(z) is periodic in the K-direction and 
quasiperiodic in the K'-direction, namely, 
f(z + 2K) = f(z) 
f(z + 2iK') = e A z + B f { z ) , with A = m G Z. 
If m ^ 0, f(z) is said to be elliptic of the third kind. If one supposes f(z) 
is meromorphic (i.e. all singular points at finite distance are poles), the in-
terpretation of the integer m is that it is the difference between the number 
of zeros and poles the function }(z) possesses in a parallelogram of periods 
2K and 2iK'. AppelPs work consists in decomposing f(z) as a sum of simple 
elements (i.e. as a sum of functions having a single pole in the parallelogram 
Chapter 1. Introduction 9 
of periods) and possibly an integer part. His Appell function shows up in the 
decomposition for m < 0. 
We are aware of two recent papers in the mathematical literature which use the 
Appell function quoted above. Polischuk [7] investigates the geometrical meaning 
of the Appell function by establishing a connection between vector bundles of rank 
2 on elliptic curves and the function 
ginTn2+2iirnv 
« ( T , V, /X) = e2innr _ £ 2 i „ ( L 2 4 ) 
n6Z 
where / i , i / , T 6 C and 7m(r) > 0, / i ^ Z + Z r . I t is clear from (1.19) that one has 
K(T, v, n) = /CI(T, r - v, -T + v + /i) . (1.25) 
On the other hand, setting K = 1 and = — ir and considering jj, = 1 in (1.23), 
we may write 
where 2ji = x' — y\ 2u = y', or again, 
T Z7T 
XI(T,V + 2 ' ^ ) = y*Vo(7-,f) -«7r /Ci( r , - i / , / i + i/), (1.27) 
where 
^o,o(r,^) = ^ 6 ^ + ^ . (1.28) 
So we see that the K, function of Polischuk differs by a i?o,o-t e r m from the original 
Appell function, and is very closely related to the level one Appell function defined 
in (1.19) for p = 1. It is also closely related to the function used by Kac and Waki-
moto in [11] to express the integrable level one (i.e. k = 1 = u in (1.18)) s£(2\l) 
irreducible highest weight representations 7 . 
7 T h e mul t ivar iab le generalisation of the Appe l l f u n c t i o n , relevant to integrable level one s / ( m / l ) 
i rreducible characters is quoted in (2.3.4). 
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But we are interested in another type of generalisation than Kac and Wakimoto's, 
as we are studying admissible s£(2\l) representations. The higher-level Appell func-
tions (1.19) are the sought-after tools, where p is directly related to the parameter 
p entering the central charge and level formulas (1.1) and (1.18). The functions 
K,{j,)(q,x,y) 8 with q = e2l7TT,x = e2l7rl/ and y = e2l7T^ are quasiperiodic in x and 
satisfy an inhomogeneous finite-difference equations with the inhomogeneous terms 
given by theta functions, namely 
p- i 
>C<p){q, x,yq) = yvK,{p){q, x, y) + £ xa ya qa % p , x* qa). (1.29) 
a=0 
We recall the result in [7] that the difference between the Appell function K and its 
S transform is divisible by #(r, y). The formula (1.21) generalises this to p > 1 and 
in addition gives an integral representation for the "kernel" $ accompanying the 
theta-functional "additions" to the modular transform. This function, which is an 
important ingredient of the theory of higher-level Appell functions, can therefore be 
studied similarly to Barnes-related functions arising elsewhere [16-22]. 
Remarkably, the theta functions occurring in the right-hand side of (1.21) are those 
that violate quasiperiodicity of higher-level Appell functions. Open quasiperiodicity 
in Eq. (1-29) can be recast into an invariance statement by considering not the 
)CP function alone, but the (p + 1)-vector Kp constructed by unifying /Cp with the 
associated theta functions, 
K ^ r , ! / , /*)= lWT>v>ri\ ( L 3 0 ) 
where $( p) (r, v) is the p-dimensional vector with components 
#(p)( r > v) = e2nrveilvTVTd{pT,pu + r r ) , 0 < r < p - 1. (1.31) 
It appears [5] that the vector Kp (r, v, fx) is invariant under the action of the subgroup 
Y\2p of SX(2,Z) given below, with a (p + 1) x (p + 1) matrix automorphy factor 
J p ( K p , 7 ; r , u, /J,)9, 7 G i \ 2 p . 
8 W e dist inguish funct ions of the variables r , u, y,... f r o m funct ions of the exponentiated 
forms q,x,y,... by in t roduc ing parentheses around suffices. For instance we use ICp(T, V, f i ) and 
K.(v)(q,x,y). See also (2.3.6). Th i s no ta t ion has been also used for character func t ions . 
9 A n expl ic i t expression w i l l be given i n [29] 
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r 1 2 p is the subgroup of SX(2, Z) consisting of matrices 7 = {acbd) such that ab = 
0 mod 2p and ccZ = 0 mod 2p. Its action on x C 2 (IK being the upper-half plane) 
is given by 1 0 : 
: r , ^ / i ^ 7 r,7^,7/^ = — — 7 , — — 1 , - ^ - 7 . 1-32 
c d j CT + a CT + a CT + d 
while its action on functions / : "K x C 2 —> C?"1"1 is given by, 
7 • I(T, v, fi) = 3 P ( f , 7; r, v, fi) 7(77-, 71/, 7/i), (1.33) 
where J p ( f , 7; r, 1/, //) is a ( p + 1) x (p+ 1) matrix automorphy factor. By invariance 
of / ( r , i / , //) under Ti^p, we mean that 
7 • / ( r , ! / , //) = / ( r , i/, //), V 7 e r 1 > 2 p . (1.34) 
Hence, the invariance statement on the p + 1-vector Kp (r, u, fx) is the following, 
7 • Kp(T,i/,/x) = J P ( K P ) 7 ; T , ^ M ) K P ( 7 T ) 7 ^ 7 M ) = Kp(r> ">/•*)> V7 G r i i 2 p . 
(1.35) 
An interesting question is whether characters expressible through differences of 
higher-level Appell functions exhibit modular properties whose structure is similar to 
that of higher-level Appell functions themselves, i.e. (1.20)—(1.21). Although a more 
thorough analysis should be carried out, the results obtained in this thesis on the S 
transform oi N = 2 and s£(2|l) characters pertaining to the classes discussed above 
(see (4.2.75) and (5.2.36)) point to the following structure. Consider the (2pu + 1)-
vectors W r ) S ) U ) P ; 0-(r , i>) (resp. Xr,s,u,p;o{T, v, fi)) constructed by unifying each N = 2 
(resp. s£(2\l)) admissible character u)TtSiUiP.fi(T, v) (resp. XT,S,U,V,O{T,V, n)), with the 
2pu functions A r ! S i U i P ( r , 0) (resp. A r j S ) U ; P ( r , v)) defined in (C.2.1) and arising in the 
corresponding open quasiperiodicity formulas (4.1.11). Since 0 < r < u — 1, 1 — p < 
s < P, 0 < 9 < u — 1, there are 2pu2 such vectors and we define 
A( 2 P u ) (T ,0 ) / I A ( 2 P " ) (T,U) 
(1.36) 
10 The n o t a t i o n ju and 7/i is somewhat lose, because the act ion of Tit2P on v and / i depends on 
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where A ^ 2 P U ^ (r, u) is the 2pM-dimensional vector with components A r i S > t i ) P ( r , v). Then 
the action of the modular transformation S closes on each set of 2pu2 vectors 
W r ) S > U ) p. e (r , v) and X ^ ^ r , u, /x). 
The layout of the thesis is as follows. Chapter 2 sets out the notations and 
definitions as well as the basic properties of theta and higher-level Appell functions. 
Chapter 3 deals with the derivation of the modular properties of higher-level Appell 
functions. As we explained before, the S modular transform of Appell functions 
yields an important function of two variables, namely $(r , u), which we study thor-
oughly at the end of the chapter. In chapter 4, we consider admissible N = 2 
characters and rewrite them in terms of higher-level Appell functions in order to 
study their modular behaviour. Even though we have control on how the Appell 
functions S-transform, the derivation of the S-transform remains highly non-trivial 
as characters are written as differences of Appell functions, and one must reconstruct 
those differences after the S transformation in order to re-express the transformed 
characters in terms of N = 2 characters again, modulo corrective terms given in 
terms of d and $ functions. We are able to perform an important consistency check 
of our formulas at the end of this chapter in the case where p = 1. Indeed, the 
N = 2 characters become minimal and unitary in this instance, and are expressible 
as ratios of $-type functions. Hence their S-transform is relatively 'easy' and has 
been known for decades. However, we re-calculate it in an independent way, and 
show that it yields the same result as the one obtained by setting p = 1 in the gen-
eral S-transformation. Chapter 5 analyses the case of admissible s£(2| l) characters 
along similar lines as the admissible N = 2 characters. The structure of S-transforms 
falls in the pattern described earlier. Finally, we make another consistency check 
in Chapter 6. It has been known for a while that the admissible N = 2 characters 
may be obtained by taking the residue of admissible si?(2|l) characters at a point 
x = qn, n £ Z/{uZ + s — 1}. We therefore show how to induce the behaviour 
of admissible N = 2 characters under the modular group from that of admissible 
s£(2|l) characters. We finally summarise our results in the conclusions. 
Chapter 2 
Theta functions and Appe l l 
functions properties 
2.1 Introduction 
In this chapter we start by recalling the definition of theta functions and we introduce 
our notations as well as some properties of these functions which will be relevant to 
our work. We then introduce Appell functions, including many of their remarkable 
properties. The quasi- and open quasi-periodicity properties in particular will be 
used in an attempt to formulate the modular transformation properties of more 
elaborate functions, whose building blocks are the Appell functions. 
Period increasing statements for both theta functions and more widely for higher-
level Appell functions are discussed as a separate section. Furthermore some remark-
able technical relations between higher-level Appell functions and theta functions 
are worked out at the end of this chapter. 
It is worth noting that, apart from some very recent geometrical developments, 
higher-level Appell functions properties have not appeared in the literature to our 
knowledge, and we are presenting explicit proofs in the appropriate sections or ap-
pendices, or we have at least given an efficient clue to derive the formulas as easily 
as possible. 
13 
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2.2 Theta functions 
Theta functions appear in many different contexts in the mathematical and physical 
literature, mainly because they may be used to construct doubly periodic meromor-
phic 1 functions on the complex plane, also called elliptic functions. They will play 
an important role in this thesis, not only because they serve as building blocks for the 
construction of characters of a large class of representations of infinite-dimensional 
Lie (super)algebras and (super)conformal algebras, but they also appear in the de-
scription of other classes of characters (notably admissible characters) of these alge-
bras. 
A function T : C —> C : v —>• T{y) is called a theta function with quasiperiods 1 
andr, and characteristic (ai, b\\02, 6 2 ) if) 
T{u + 1) = eaiU+blT(v), T{u + r ) = ea2U+b2T(u). (2.2.1) 
So theta functions are quasi-doubly periodic functions in the complex variable v. The 
parallelogram of periods (see Figure 3.1), with opposite sides identified is a torus of 
modulus r . In particular, i f T is a theta function with quasiperiods 1 and r , then 
E = (Y)' is an elliptic function with periods 1 and r, i.e. 
E(v +1) = E{v), E{U + T ) = E ( U ) . (2.2.2) 
The degree of a theta function is given by ^ ( o i T — a 2), and it can be shown that it 
is always an integer. 
The following theta function of degree 1 and quasiperiods 1 and r is central to 
our work, 
(r, v) = Y^ e W r + 2 ™ l i / , (2.2.3) 
where v 6 C and r is a complex parameter with Im(r) > 0. One can easily check 
the following quasiperiodicity properties of d{r, u) in the variable u, 
d(T,v + k) = d(T,v) k e Z , (2.2.4) 
^{T,U + 9T) = e - ^ ^ ^ - O ^ u ) 9eZ. (2.2.5) 
1A meromorphic f u n c t i o n is a f u n c t i o n whose sole singularities in the complex plane are poles. 
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We also define, 
i?(r, u) = 9(e2m\ e2ixiu) = 6{q, z) , (2.2.6) 
and re-express the second quasiperiodic behaviour (2.2.5) in the variables q = e2nlT 
and z = e2m" for future reference, 
e{q,zq*) = q-<2<2z-99{q,z) . (2.2.7) 
The function (2.2.3) has one unique zero in the parallelogram of periods in the v-
plane at v = \{\ + r ) . Using this fact as well as (2.2.6), the formula (2.2.3) can be 
also expressed as the following infinite product, 
oo 
e(q,z) = J J ( 1 - qm){\ + zqm^){\ + z^q™-*) . (2.2.8) 
m=l 
In this thesis, we often refer to the following functions (note that $(1,1) and i9(i,o) 
are not theta functions according to the definition above, but we will however allow 
ourselves to call them theta functions), 
0(ltl){q,z) = e{q,-zq*) = ^ { - \ ) m q ^ m 2 - m h - m 
= n ( i - ^ v ) n ( i - ^ ) i i ( i - 9 B ) 
m>0 m>l m > l 
= iz-*q-h(1)(q,z) (2.2.9) 
0m{q,z) = 6{q,zq^) = Y , ^ { m 2 ~ m ) z ~ m 
mel. 
= U i i + z - ' q n U ^ + ^ U ^ - ^ 
m>0 m>\ m>\ 
= z-*q-h(2){q,z) (2.2.10) 
= ^(3 ) (9 ,z _ 1 ) (2.2.11) 
0 m ( q , z ) = 0(q,-z) = ^ - 1 ) m ^ m ' z ~ m 
m£Z 
= ${A){q,z-1) . (2.2.12) 
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In the above, #(,)(<?, z),i = 1, 2, 3,4 are the Jacobi theta functions2. 
The quasiperiodicity of the above functions under v ^ v + 9T for 9 € Z is 
expressed as, 
V ) = H V ^ H ^ M ) , (2-2.13) 
0 ( i ,o ) (9 ,V) = ? - 5 ( 0 2 + e ) z - % , O ) ( 9 , z ) , (2.2.14) 
0(o,o)(9, V ) = ^ f l V % , 0 ) ( < 7 , z ) (2.2.15) 
0 ( o, i ) (9 ,V) = ( - l ) V ^ 2 ^ % , i ) ( 9 ^ ) • (2.2.16) 
We also recall here the definition of the eta function as i t was originally introduced 
by Dedekind [13] , 
oo oo 
rj(T) = f)(q) = q& ^ ( _ i ) " ^ f (3™ 2 +m) = q& "Q _ qm) (2.2.17) 
m=0 m=l 
Now based on what we explained in the introductory chapter, the S modular trans-
formation of the above theta functions are given by, 
^ ! ( - - , - ) = - i y / ^ e ^ + ^ - ^ + ^ ^ ^ v ) , (2.2.18) 
r T 
0 i , o ( - ; , ; ) = ^ ^ ^ ^ ( T , ^ - ^ ) , (2.2.19) 
and 
= V ^ f r j ^ t i i T , u) . (2.2.20) 
Their transformations under T simply are, 
# i , i ( r + l , f ) = 01,1^,1/), (2.2.21) 
0i,o(r + l , ^ ) =0 i , o ( r , z / ) , (2.2.22) 
0(T + 1,Z/) = 0 u ( T ^ - ^ ) . (2.2.23) 
Finally, both these transformations act on the eta function as, 
TJ(T + 1) = e^77(r), n{-\) = S / ^ T ] { T ) . (2.2.24) 
2 A f t e r f o r m u l a (2.2.16) we don ' t ment ion about t9( 0 1 ) any more, as i t w i l l not be used in this 
thesis f r o m now on. 
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Modular transformation properties of theta functions can be considered to under-
lie the well-known modular group representation on a class of characters of affine 
Lie algebras [3]. Moreover, modular properties of theta functions can be derived 
from their quasiperiodicity under lattice translations. That the affine characters 
x{T, v,..) expressed through the theta functions carry a modular group representa-
tion is similarly rooted in the fact that they are quasiperiodic under spectral flow 
transformations3 One therefore has the following diagrammatic implications: 
quasiperiodicity of theta spectral-flow periodicity of 
> 
functions characters 
modular properties of modular group representation 
• 
theta functions on characters 
Let us take the well-known example of the affine Lie algebra st{2) at fractional 
level k = ^  — 2, with ^ > 0 and u and p coprime [3,6]. The corresponding admissible 
(untwisted) characters are labelled by two integers r and s in the ranges 1 < r < u—1 
and 1 < s < p. They are given by, 
-2 
. (2.2.25) 
#(i,o) (q2up, z v ( r - u ) ~ ( s _ 1 ) u ) - 2 _ v ( s _ 1 ) #(i ,o) (q2up, zuq-p^r+u^s-1>) 
These character functions are quasiperiodic under the spectral flow z —>• zq2p, except 
for the character Xui2,s,u,p{q, z ) when u is even, which is quasiperiodic under z —f zqp. 
Indeed, one finds that for 6 G Z, 
x S ! L „ ( » . ^ ) = ( - l ) V * ' ^ * ' x S J , „ ) h , * ) , (2.2.26) 
and in particular, 
xftLfaf) = ( - y v ^ ' x g ^ t a , * ) = ( - i r I « - * " * - » ' x g s w ) ( » , x ) 
= ^ V ' ^ ' ^ f e z ) . (2.2.27) 
3 T h e name is taken f r o m the N = 2 superconformal algebra. 
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These quasiperiodicity properties ensure that the set of s£(2) admissible characters 
is closed and finite under spectral flow. Furthermore, it is precisely this finite set of 
characters that carries a representation of the modular group. Schematically, one 
finds their transformation under S to be, 
Quasiperiodicity of characters under spectral flow therefore ensures they carry a 
finite-dimensional representation of the modular group. This is also the case for the 
unitary representations of the N = 2 superconformal algebra, which is discussed in 
Chapter 4. 
But the characters x( r , u,...) that are not quasiperiodic in u,... cannot be ra-
tionally expressed through theta functions and do not fit the above pattern. Their 
modular properties must therefore be different from those of quasiperiodic charac-
ters, and it is an interesting mathematical question to ask how to generalise the above 
pattern to certain classes of characters which obey open quasiperiodic properties un-
der spectral flow. (Note that the terminology 'additive-quasiperiodic properties' has 
been used somewhere else [8].) We will extensively study two particular classes of 
such characters later: the non-unitary admissible N = 2 superconformal [9] char-
acters and the admissible affine s£(2\l) characters. We are therefore seeking 'basic' 
objects which generalise the theta functions encountered here and which possess 
good modular transformation properties, such that they lead to reasonable modular 
transformation properties of the characters, namely, 
A simple object of the sought type, including all essential open quasiperiodic be-
haviours, is introduced now under the name of Appell function. 
22s s.x (r,s);(r',s')X r,s,u,p r ,s ,u,p 
r .s 
(2.2.28) 
E s S.X (r,s,e);(r',s',O')Xr',s',u,p;0' r,s,u,p;0 
's'O 
(2.2.29) 
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2.3 Higher-level Appell functions 
Historically M.A. Appell introduced his 'Appell function' 4 i n his mathematics article 
[1] about doubly-periodic functions . I t was then used in a wide range of algebraic 
and geometrical contexts afterwards, with some minor changes of definition to adapt 
its use to a variety of contexts. For example in Polischuk's paper on elliptic curves [7] 
the Appell function appears in the following form, 
piirn2 T p2innX 
K(Y,X,T) = J 2 e 2 l „ n T _ e 2 l „ y , (2-3.1) 
where Y,X,T G C and Imr > 0 , Y £ Is + r Z . This differs by a theta function 
from Appell's definition. In fact Polischuk's notations are more similar to Halphen's 
book [10] than to Hermite's or even Appell's ones. 
Another famous and outstanding definition was introduced by Kac and Waki-
moto in [11]. I t reads, 
It.2 
*—' 1 + aqK 
and converges to a meromorphic function in the domain a,z,q £ C, | q |< 1. In 
the case of a = 0, one recovers the usual theta function (2.2.3). I t can be also linked 
to an Appell function At in the following way, 
-2 
-+n~.—n 
A(-y,x 1q,q) = V - —=K(y,x,g), (2.3.3) 
where y = e 2 i n Y , x — e2l7rX and q = e2mT. I t is worth noting that a multi-variable 
form of (2.3.2) has been also used in [11], namely, 
\kTBk ki kN 
ABAa;zu...,zn,q) = £ Q 1 + ' m N • (2-3-4) 
B is an N x N symmetric matrix such that Re(B) is positive definite and l(k) is a 
linear function of . Here, putting a = 0 gives us the theta function in its mul-
tivariable form [14]. However we believe using a non-multivariable Appell function 
4 T h e same func t ion was in t roduced by M . H e r m i t e essentially fo r the same problem, however, 
he d i d not publ i sh his results u n t i l the appearance of the f i r s t pa r t o f AppelPs paper. 
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has always been good enough for our work. For the study of modular transforma-
tions of non-unitary N = 2 and s£(2\l) characters, we consider a generalisation of 
AppelPs definition, namely higher-level Appell functions represented by /C(p) for a 
level p 6 N in what follows 5 . 
For any positive integer p, the level p Appell function /C(p) is, 
qm2£xTnp 
IC(p)(q, x,y) = }_^ _ , (2.3.5) 
m e z L x y q 
where x = e2i7ru, y = e 2 ^ , q = e2i7rT with v, /x, r € C and Imr > 0. 
We also define, 
M r , » / , / ! ) = / C ( p ) ( e 2 ^ , e 2 i - , e 2 ^ ) 
= £(P)(Q,x,y) , (2.3.6) 
and use both representations Kv and /C(p) all throught the current thesis. 
Note that unlike the theta functions introduced in the previous section, the higher-
level Appell functions defined above have singularities whenever v + fj, + mr = k for 
m , f c e Z . These functions will be of a great benefit for our calculations in Chapters 
4 and 5 and can be related to all former existing definitions of Appell functions. For 
instance (2.3.3) may be rewritten as, 
£(i) (?5 xyq'1) = K(X, y, q) . (2.3.7) 
We now examine the periodicity properties of higher-level Appell functions. 
2.4 Properties of higher-level Appell functions 
A difficult job for us in fact was, guessing, extracting and fully deriving many prop-
erties of the higher-level Appell functions with a view to use them for our further 
i n c i d e n t a l l y , a certain version of the /Co func t ion , namely, the f u n c t i o n P\(x,q) = 
£( p ) (<7 ,XP , A i _ 1 ) | p = o is related to an Eisenstein series and was in t roduced i n [12] for A a root 
of uni ty . 
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calculations. We hereby classify them in different subsections and explain each 
property separately. 
2.4.1 Basic properties 
The function presented in (2.3.5) can be represented also as the following double-
series formula, 
)C{p)(q,x,y) = E Yl)^™^^ > (2- 4 - 1 ) 
Nn>0 n>0 m<-\n<-V 
valid for \q\ < \xy\ < 1. 
We note the property, 
£(P)(q,x,y) = -y~lx~l/Cip)(q,x'lqp,y-lq~p) . (2.4.2) 
We also have the following properties, easily derived in the exponential notation, 
£p( r> v + m, ji) = ICp(T, v, n) = /C p(r, v, fi + m), m G Z, (2.4.3) 
KP{T, u + ^ , n - f ) = /Cp(r, i / , / / ) , m G Z. (2.4.4) 
Appell functions of even level are central to our calculations. They satisfy two 
elementary identities, namely, 
p—l p—l 




K,2P(T,U ± — } = JC2P(T,U,IJ,), m G Z . (2.4.6) 
2.4.2 Periodicity properties 
Similarly to what we saw in the case of theta functions (2.2.13)-(2.2.7), higher-level 
Appell functions are quasiperiodic in their second argument, 
tC(P)(q,xqn,y) = x-np)C{p)(q,x,y), n G Z. (2.4.7) 
In addition they also possess an important open quasiperiodicity in their third 
argument, namely higher-level Appell functions satisfy the inhomogeneous finite-
difference equation where the inhomogeneous terms are theta functions, 
p-\ 
£(P) (Q, x,yq)= q$ ypK{p) (q, x,y)+ ^ xa ya qa 0(<f, x? qa). (2.4.8) 
a=0 
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The above property can be then generalized to, 
' pn — 1 
xjyjqnj6(qp, xpqj)1 n G N, 
£(p){<i,x,yqn) = Q 2 ynp£(p){q,x,y) + < j=0 -1 
- J] xj yjqnj6{qp, xpq3), n G - N . 
j=pn 
(2.4.9) 
The periodicity properties (2.4.7) and (2.4.9) are proven in Appendix A . l . The 
property above may be reformulated with only p distinct theta functions in the 
right-hand side, 
£(P){q,x,yqn) = q^ynp£(P)(q,x,y) 
•n-l p-1 
^qm!¥^yipY^xryrq{n-i)r0(qp,xpqr), n G N, 
j=0 r=0 
p-1 -1 
V j ( 2 n - j ) p • 
tq 2 y3P 
K ]=n r=0 
(2.4.10) 
_ ^ q ^ ^ y j p ^ x T yrq{n~j)rQ(qp, xpqr), n G - N . 
And finally another and possibly the most remarkable open quasiperiodic formula 
for this function is given by, 
n n , 
£(p)(q,xq p,yqp) 
J2(xyr-r6(qp,xpq-r), n G N, 
= (xy)nfc(P){q,x,y) + < 
r=l 
Y,(xy)n-r9(qp,xpq-r), n G - N . 
(2.4.11) 
r = n + l 
2.4.3 Period increasing statements 
The theta function -d(r,v) has quasiperiod r as seen from (2.2.5). The trivial ma-
nipulation 
£ ] P / ( m u ± r H ^ / ( m ) , (2.4.12) 
m€Z 
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allows us to re-express 0(q, z) as a finite sum of theta functions with increased 
quasiperiods u2r. Indeed, we have 






_ ^ ^ q r 2 / 2 Z r ^ ^ gin2u2/2+rmuzmu 
r=0 m£Z 
Now substituting the second summation in the formula above with a period 
increased theta function, the infinite summation will be absorbed and we finally 
arrive at, 
u-1 
9(q, z) = Y zrqr^29(qu\zuqru) . (2.4.13) 
r=0 
A similar type of formula for higher-level Appell functions will be extremely 
useful later, as can be anticipated from noticing the summation-like structure shown 
in (2.2.28) and (2.2.29) when expressing the modular transformations of N = 2 and 
s£(2|l) characters. We therefore derive such a 'period increasing' formula. Start 
with 
£(p)(q,x,y) = ] T -
a 2 p 
q2X™P 
m 
5 2 V x m p 1 - (xyqm)u 
(xyqm)u 1 — xyqr> 
2 „ l J t ^ m m \ b (xyqm)b 
^ ^ 1 - (xyqm)u 
meZ 6=0 K y ^ ' 
where in the second line the following elementary lemma for A = xyqm has been 
used, 
Y A b = l - f ^ - A e C , « > l . (2.4.14) 
6=o 1 ~ A 
Although in analogy with (2.4.13) one could expect to see a period-increased Appell 
function at this point , there is no obvious Appell function to be traced there. But 
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using (2.4.12) to enter an extra summation one obtains 
u - l u - l ^lp[mu-\-a)2+b(mu+a)xp(mu+a) (xy)b 
mel6=0 a=0 
IC(p)(q,x,y) = Y^J2Y1 1 - (xyqimu+a))u 
u - l u - l r I m 2 , , 2 n / a u + ^ s m „ - | 1-2T ^m^p^xuqan+T^mp^q-^p+abxap+byb 
Z—/ Z—j J xUyUQ(mu2+au) 
m£Z 6=0 a=Q y H 
u—l u—l 
1 „2 Y l q ^ a p + a b x a p + b y b 
6=0 a=o mezl-[xuqau+*}[yuq "}qmu2 
So the last summand forms an Appell function-like structure and by substituting 
that with a new period-increased K.p we obtain, 
u—l u—l 
a=0 6=0 
Guided by (2.2.29), i t much looks like what we need for our S modular transforma-
tions investigations. However the formula is still not quite perfect, as a single but 
vital condition, namely the coprimity of the two numbers u and p, has not been 
considered yet. We can implement this requirement in two ways, one of which is 
brought in Appendix A.2. We present the second derivation in the text as it consid-
ers higher-level Appell functions of even level 2p that are certainly the most relevant 
case to us. So we start with, 
r,pm2 x2mp 
xyqm 
_ qPm x2 
JC{2p)(q,x,y) = 2^Y^x~y 
= i - ( x y g m y u 
^ L [ l - (xyqm)P][l - {xyqmY) 
p - l u - l 
+ }^Y,(xyqmr-sp} , (2.4.16) 
r = l s=l 
ur—sp>0 
in which the following identity, proved in appendix (A.2) has been used 
i _ pu i P - 1 " - I 
- E E ^ r _ S P ^ P G N - («,P) = L (2-4.17) (l-c/P)(l-g«) l - q r = l s = J 
ur —sp>0 
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modulo the change q —> (xyqm). Thus from (2.4.16) we continue as, 
qm2px2mp ^ _ xpUypUqmpu 
' v ' " 7 Z—/ ^ j-UyUqmu I l j.pypqmp J (2p)( 
p-1 u—1 
Y^^xur-psyur-pse(q2p\x2pqur~ps) , (2.4.18) 
r= l s=l 
ur—ps>0 
where, in the second term, we have used the definition of theta function (2.2.3). 
Then we apply the lemma (2.4.14) to the first term and get, for this first term, 
„m2p„2mp 
y - 5 L _ E y xP°'yP°'qP™s' 
meZ y H s'=0 
u~l u~l ps'„ pa'np(um—b)2+p(um—b)s' „2p(um—6) 
= y y y - (2419) 
m€Zs'=0 6=0 y y 
where in the right hand side, the formula (2.4.12) is an essential tool in creating the 
extra summations (and obviously indices) needed. Now (2.4.19) can be followed as, 
u _ 1 J2pb..2pbn2pumb-2pb 
xps' ps' p(um-b)2+p(um-b)s'x2p(um-b)x y V 
/ / Z—v Z_- / if H j yuqu(um—b) 
mgZ s'=0 6=0 
" _ 1 u ~ l ~2pb„.2pbn2ptimb-2pb2 i 
_ y y \ ^ x p s ' ps' p(um-b)2+p(um-b)s'x2p(um-b)X V Q Z l 
m6Zs'=0 6=0 y q 
r,pu2Tn2+s'umpr~2pum. 
= y y y x p s ' y p s ' + 2 p b q - p b 2 - p b s ' ^ — ; — ^ — r 
Z / Z / Z / a ^ 1 rru(0,un—bu\nmuz 
meZs'=ob=o 1 x { y q >q 
u ~ l „2p6„,2p6„2pum6-2p6 2 i 
_ ^ \ ^ P(um-b)2 x2p(um-b) . X V 9 £ . xps' ps' p(um-b)s' 
Z-/ Z ^ " J xUyUQu(um—b) / •> " " 
mEZ 6=0 y H s'=0 
= E E ^ ' ^ ' ^ - ^ - ^ ' ^ p ^ 2 , xuq^, y u q - ^ - b u ) 
s'=0 6=0 
. „ „ 1 _ J2pbq 2pbn2pumb-2pb2 i _ p« pu„pu(um-6) 
+ y ^ p ( u m - 6 ) 2 a . 2 p ( « m - 6 ) . 1 x V Q 1 x V Q 
Z__/ Z__/ " l xUyUQu(um—b) 1 xpyPf,p(um—b) 
meZ6=1 y y y H 
Note that the last double summation vanishes for b = 0, so that we can omit the 
term b = 0 in that summation. Now by swapping the denominators of both fractions 
inside the last term above and using(2.4.14) as, 
1 [ x y q
 t — ± - = y [ x u u u ( u m _ b ) ] a 
J xUyUqU(um—b) ' >L a ^ 
a=0 
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and 
26-1 1 _ \xPvPaP{um-b)V2b 
I — xpypqp{um-b) Z_- / 1 
c=0 
(2.4.19)becomes, 
u - l p - l 26-1 
^p62—aub—pbc^au+cp^pu+cp \ npum2—2pumb+amu2+cpum^,2pum—2pbm ^ ^ ^  ^ ^ ^ qPb2-aub-p cxau+ pyau  ^ ^ 
6=1 a=0 c=0 meZ 
If we then change c —>• 26 — c and use (2.2.3) in the formula above, and finally take 
whatever we left aside during the calculation into account, we arrive at the following 
period increasing formula for /C(2p): 
s'=0 6=0 
p - l u—1 
+ ] T ^ x u r - p s y u r - p s 6 ( q 2 p , x 2 p q u r - p s ) 
r = l s=l 
ur—ps>0 
u-l p - l 26 
_|_ xua-pCy2pb+ua-pCq-pb2-abu+pbcQ^q2pu2 x2pu^au2-puc-j ^ 4 20) 
6=1 a=0 c=l 
The above relation is crucial in proving an extremely powerful identity, which plays 
a major role in the derivation of the S modular transformations of a large class of 
characters. A long and rather tedious road, sketched in Appendix A.3, leads to the 
following rewriting of the difference of higher-level Appell functions: 
£(2p)(<7,z,y) - K , { 2 p ) ( q , x \ y ) = 
u—l u 
— xPSyPS+2pb g-pb2-pbs 
s=0 6=1 
u 2p— 1 u—l 
+ S ^ ^ i ! , s - " r ! / 2 p H p s - " r g - p t 2 - p i ! + t e r A ( r , s + 1 „ ) ( ^ , x - 2 " ) . (2.4.21) 
6= l -u r = l s=0 
2pb+ps—ur>0 
Where we have denned the following essential function, 
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h(r,s,u,P)(q, x) = e(q2"u, x p q u r ~ ^ ) - qr^x-r9(q2Pu, i " ? - " - " ' 5 - 1 ' ) . (2.4.22) 
for which we can find some more discussions in appendix C.2. 
2.4.4 More technical relations to theta functions 
In what follows we show how some more technical relations and special combina-
tions of higher-level Appell functions can be expressed through theta functions. We 
first note an identity showing that in a way -modulo rational expressions in theta 
functions- there is only one Appell function /C(i), with all the higher-level ones ex-
pressible through i t , 
p - i 
9(qP,xy*>))C{p)(q,z,y)-^^(g^zY)^!)^^-1^,^) = 
r=0 
= - % > , A - ' ) , p.4.23) 
This can be proved, e.g. by first noting that by the above open quasiperiodicity 
formulas, the left-hand side is in fact quasiperiodic in y (and obviously, in the other 
variables), and is therefore expressible as a ratio of theta functions. The actual theta 
functions in this ratio are found by matching the quasiperiodicity factors, and then 
the remaining g-dependent factor is fixed by comparing the residues of both sides. 
For an even level 2p, it also follows that, 
p - i 6 2 
^ x 2 b q~p~ {K,{2p){q,xqp ,y) - K.$p)(q,x~lq~* ,y)) = 
tin i)(qp,x2) o~8p fj(qp)3 
= ( ' ' , — — — . (2.4.24) 
${i,i){<lp ,xy)ti{ltl)(qp ,xy~l) 
To prove this, we use the same strategy as above, the crucial point being quasiperiod-
icity, which is shown as follows. With Ap f(q, x, y) temporarily denoting f(q, x, yq) — 
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q$yp f(q,x,y), it follows from Eq.(2.4.10) that 
Ap(lC{2p){q,xqp,y) - JC{2p)(q, x~lq~p, y)) = 
P - I 
= ^ x - a q - ^ + a y a { y 2 p - 2 a q p - a - l ) % 2 p , i V " s ) 
0=1 
P - I 
+ ^ x a q f + a y a ( l - y2p-2aqp-a)9(q2p, x2pq2b+a). (2.4.25) 
a=l 
b2 b 
This also shows that x2b q p" Ap/C2p(<7, , y) depends on b only modulo p. In 
applying YllZo x 2 b t o t n e second term in the right-hand side of (2.4.25), we can 
therefore make the shift b \-t b — a without changing the summation limits for b. This 
readily implies that the left-hand side of (2.4.24) is quasiperiodic in y. And finally 
we introduce the last and certainly the most prominent relation between higher-level 
Appell functions and theta functions as, 
2^^(P){Q,z,yq )x =-6(qp,zpx ) — — — , (2.4.26) 
£?z 0(i,i)(q,zy)0(i,i)(q,x) 
which is valid for \q\ < \x\ < 1 . Appendix A.4 shows, how this crucial formula can 
be proven with the help of [11]. 
Chapter 3 
Modular transformations of 
higher-level Appell functions 
3.1 Introduction 
Having obtained essential properties and relations among higher-level Appell func-
tions in the last chapter, we now aim to determine their highly important modular 
transformation properties. A useful tool in doing so is to study their integrals over 
the cycles of a torus. This is the object of the first section and enables us to subse-
quently obtain an integral representation for the higher-level Appell functions Kp. 
This representation is then used to calculate the sought after modular transforma-
tions. We will see that under the S modular transformation, the Appell functions 
yield an important function of two complex variables which we call $( r , /i) and 
which will be thoroughly analysed in the last section. 
3.2 Integration over tori cycles 
We first recall how such integrations work out for the theta function $(r, A). Con-
sider the two homotopically inequivalent a-cycle and 6-cycle in Fig. (3.1) as the 
fundamental generators of a torus. I t is well-known that the S transformation of 
the torus modulus r interchanges these cycles [15] . So starting with the integration 
of #(r, A) along the a-cycle namely, 
29 
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r 
A 
a — cycle 
A 
0 1 
Figure 3.1: Integration along two fundamental cycles of a torus. They can be 
swapped by o-duality operator 
<fd\ti(T,\)=[d\0{T,\) = l , (3.2.1) 
J a JO 
we can evaluate its S-dual integration along the 6-cycle of the torus as, 
j d X y / ^ e ^ d ^ X ) = T . (3.2.2) 
The following 'S-dualities' have been performed on (3.2.1), (recall (2.2.20)) 
. 5—duality . , 
a — cycle —> o — cycle 
„, , N i—transtormation / :— in— a/ w 
tf(r, A) —> V-ir e™ r tf(Tl A) 
. 5—duality 
1 —>• r . 
However it is still beneficial to check (3.2.2) by direct integration. Write 
( m + l ) T 
i d\e™^ d(T,\) = [ d\e™^ d{r,\) = Y^ \ d\e™^, (3.2.3) 
where we have shifted the integration variable as A —>• A — mr in each term of the 
i9-series. For > 0, the integrals are defined by analytic continuation from r = it 
with t G R>o, and therefore, 
(fd\etn^ti(T,\) = i [ dxe'*^ = i y f ^ , (3.2.4) 
Jb JR T = - I T 
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which readily confirms what we got in (3.2.2) by using 5-duality arguments. 
Remarkably, much similarity is preserved if the theta functions are replaced 
with Appell functions in the above integrals. We concentrate on the a and b-cycle 
integrals of the level 1 Appell function /Ci(r, \ — fj,, fi) as the latter naturally emerges 
in the next section, where we discuss the modular transformations of higher-level 
Appell functions. First consider the following analog of (3.2.1), 
(p d\JCi(r, X — fi,/J,)) d= / dXK.i(r, X + ie — // , / /) = 1 , (3.2.5) 
J a Jo 
where the integral can be carried out as a contour integral in the complex A plane 
and e > 0 indicates how to bypass the singularities at A = 0 and A = 1. 
Now consider 
rdXe™^^K,X{T,X-n,n) . (3.2.6) 
I 
.X This is very much like §b dX $(r, A), and in the same way as the factor e™~ 
is inherited from the behaviour of i?(r, A) under the S modular transformation, the 
factor e l 7 f A is also inherited from the behaviour of /Ci(r, A — // , / /) under S, as 
we will see in Section 3.3. We have, 
idXe^^r^Kx^X-ti.li) = [ dX j*^?* / d ( r , A + e - /x,//), (3.2.7) 
Jb Jo 
where an infinitesimal positive real e specifies the prescription to bypass the singu-
larities. Again continuing from T = it and yu = iy with positive real t and real y, we 
have, with X = ix and using (2.3.5), 
pT ^2 2^ p* 
\ dX el7C ~r " JCi ( T , A + e — /x, /x) = i / dxe 




Making the same substitution A —>• A — mr as above, or x —> x — mt, and using 
the following identity, 
/
+oo r+oo 
dx f ( x ) — + dx f ( x ) + in res f ( x ) , 
oo J-oo 1 = 0 
where f*™ dx f ( x ) is the principal value integral. One obtains with f ( x ) = e ^*el^*y, 
j^dXe^^^K^T.X- n,p) = -iy/^ir $(T, f j ) , (3.2.8) 
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where, 
*(r, /*) = - ^ 7 = - o / ^ \ h ( T , ) • (3-2.9) 
Derivation shows that the same result is valid for the "6"-integral (3.2.8) with a 
translated contour (which is homotopically unchanged) as, 
T+OcT A 2 - 2 A 
dXe?*-^-* lCi(r,\ + e-n,n) = -iV^ir $(T, (i), a e R . (3.2.10) 
The above result will be very useful in the derivation of the S modular transfor-
mation of the higher-level Appell functions, as we now show. 
3.3 Modular transformations of JCP 
If Appell functions could be rationally expressed through theta functions we would 
easily obtain their modular transformation by using (2.2.18)-(2.2.24). But based on 
what we realised in the last chapter, Appell functions satisfy open quasiperiodicity 
properties whereas theta functions are only quasiperiodic, and therefore, expressing 
Appell functions in terms of ratios of theta functions in a simple way is impossible. 
However, in view of the formula (2.4.26), one could represent Appell functions in 
terms of theta functions via an integral representation. This is precisely how we 
tackle the study of S transforms of higher-level Appell functions. Before going into 
the details of our derivation, we present our results, which are central to this work. 
Under the action of the generators of modular transformations of the torus (T : 
r —» r + 1, S : r —t — 1/r), the higher-level Appell functions /Cp(r, u, /i) transform 
respectively as, 
{/C„(r, v ± l , f j , ^ f ^ ) , p odd , 2 2 ' (3.3.1) ICp(T,V,H), p even. 
And 
lCp{-\/~^) =re^-^- Kp{r,u^) 
+ T X ^ e " r P ^ * ( P r > P A i - ar)d{pr,pv + ar) . (3.3.2) 
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As can be seen, the $ function introduced in (3.2.9) appears as a transformation 
"kernel" in the second term. For the vast class of characters expressible in terms 
of higher-level Appell functions, a close study of the function <E> is necessary, in as 
much as one would like to understand the modular properties of these characters in 
some depth. 
The behaviour under T is easily obtained from the original definition (2.3.5). We 
now proceed with the derivation of (3.3.2) in three main steps. 
Step 1: Integral representation of K,. 
Recall formula (A.4.5), 
e «. =-w> **-x) | * z y x ^ f q ) : . (3.3.3) 
t^L 0(i,i){Q,zy)#a,i)(q,x) 
The right-hand side of this equation is a meromorphic function of x with poles at 
x = qn, n £ Z , but the identity holds in the annulus AT = {x G C | \q\ < \x\ < 1}, 
where the left-hand side converges. We therefore temporarily assume that x G A\ 
and then analytically continue the final result. Integrating over a closed contour C 
inside this annulus yields, 
2iiv Jc x ti{i,i){q,zy)ti{hl)(q,x) 
We now rewrite this in the exponential notation z = e2™", y — e2 t 7 r / 1, x = e2mX. 
The annulus A\ is then mapped into any of the parallelograms PK, k G Z, with the 
vertices (k,k + l,k + l + r, k + r). We choose the rectangle P0 in what follows. The 
integration contour C is then mapped into a contour in the interior of PQ connecting 
the points A = 0 and A = 1. Thus 1, 
£P{T,iy,n) = -e *T dX-d{pr,pu - A) — y ' \ ' . , (3.3.5 
Jo (r, v + A*)t?i,i (r, A + is) 
where the infinitesimal real e > 0 gives the possibility of bypassing the singularities. 
This integral representation allows us to find the S transform of the higher-level 
1Where A now means Re(\). 
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Appell functions. 
Step 2: S-transform of JCP: 
For this, we use the known S-transformation properties of the r\ and d functions 
entering (3.3.5) with the result, 
v Jo 
M " - 1 * ) ^ ^ , / m t _ N , „ _ ^ i , i ( T , ^ + ^ + r A ) e - ^ ? 7 ( r ) 3 
_ \ e V p ^ p fllpT pi/ — T\ + rT)— ; r -r 7 r - , (3.3.0J 
K. 





in which we have also used (2.4.13) to write #(^, v — A | ) as, 
p - i 2 
, 1/ - A - ) = y e 2 l 7 r r ( l / - ? A ) + i 7 r ^ T ^ ( p r , ^ - r A + r r ) . 
Now using the quasiperiodicity relation at (2.2.13) to modify • t f i ^ r , 2/ + ^ + rA) 
and (r, rA — e) in (3.3.6) we obtain, 
$i , i ( r ,z /+/z+rA) = i9 1 , i ( r , i / + / i + r ( A - r ) + r r ) 
= ( - i ) r e - i , r ( r 2 + r ) T e - 2 i , r f , / + ' ' + T ( A - r ) 1 ' ' t 9 1 , 1 ( r ) i / + A<+r(A - r)) 
and 
^ ( r . A r - e ) = $ i , i ( r , ( X - r)r - e + rr) 
= ( - l ) r e - i 7 r ( r 2 + r ) r e - 2 i 7 r r ( A - r ) T ^ 1 , 1 ( r , (A - T)T - e). 
Hence, 
t? i , i ( r , t /+/A+rA)e '^r?(r) 3 = c _ 2 i 7 r ^ + < i ) r # 1 , 1 (r, v+n+(X - r ) r ) e '7r?(r) 5 
tfM(r, i / + /i)T?i,i(r, rA - e) tfM(r> ^ + / i )#i , i ( r , (A - r ) r - e) 
Therefore by putting the above equality in the equation (3.3.6) and then using 
the identity (2.4.23), we can write the second line of (3.3.6) as, 
P - 1 
r=0 
p-1 p-i 
— pp,pp — or) . (3.3.7) 
a=0 
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Now inserting (3.3.7) into (3.3.6) results in having two different terms, say % 
and 72• The first one can be simplified to, 
V p Jo V V 
in which by using (2.4.13), the following simplification has been also done, 
P - I 
(3.3.8) 
Y#(p2(T-), - p ( M + A - ) + r p ( - ) ) e - W A P ) r + t 7 r r 2? = t f ( - , M + A - ) . (3.3.9) 
^—' v p P P P P 
Changing the variable A —» A^ in (3.3.8) gives, 
Jx = y/^el7rp—^JCp(T,v,n) / d\em r,P ^ x + f i ) . (3.3.10) 
Jo P 
The second term, 72,is given by, 




J-2 = _J=ILt f d X e ^ + ^ ^ J ^ e ^ ' ^ ^ p 
x ^ e 2 i w a ( * + M ) # ( p r , p i / + a r ) / C i ( p r , (r - A)r + e - Pfji,pn - ar) . (3.3.11) 
a=0 
It can be rewritten using the change of variable A —> * + r in what follows, 
r— 2 P _ 1 




J2[ dXei7r^+2in^ /Ci(pr , -A + ie - p^pp - ar). 
We do summations and get, 
P - I 
T2 = -\Ffj*^ J V i 7 r a ( l ' + ' t ) t f ( p r , p i / + a r ) 
a-0 
d\e™^+2i*^ K^pr, - \ + ie-pn,pn- ar) 
( P - D r 
X 
' -(p-1) 
The change of variable A —> — (A + or) finally gives us, 





/ d A e " ^ " 2 ^ ^ - / C i ( p r , A - i e - (p/i - ar),p/x - ar). (3.3.12) 
J-rtl+a) 
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Step 3: Performing the integrations in T\ and T2 
We first want to show how using formula (3.2.10) can help us compute the 
integration part of (3.3.12). However before that we need to slightly change (3.2.10) 
to be clearly comparable with our choice. To do that, we change r —> pr and 
H —» p/i — ar in (3.2.10) and obtain, 
f P T + a P T . A 2 - 2 A ( P „ - o r ) 
/ d \ e m Pt K,\{pr, X+e — {pfj, — ar),pfj, — aT) = —i\J—ipr $(pr,pp, — aT). 
J apr 
(3.3.13) 
Therefore just by choosing ap = — (1 + a) we will be exactly on (3.3.12). Thus 
by replacing the whole integral in (3.3.12) with the right hand side of (3.3.13) we 
arrive at, 
P ~ l (»+±r)* 
,p/j, — ar) d{pr,pu + ar) . (3.3.14) 
a=0 
Furthermore, the integration in (3.3.10) can be similarly derived, using the ar-
gument presented in (3.2.4) while studying theta functions on a torus. In fact by 
changing r —> ^ and A —> A + p, in (3.2.4), T\ in (3.3.10) will be readily computed 
as, 
= r e i O T p i ^ / C p ( r , ^ ) . (3.3.15) 
Finally, adding the two terms Ti and T2 gives the expression (3.3.2) for the S 
transform of the higher-level Appell functions K.p in terms of Kp itself and a linear 
combination involving shifts of the theta function •d(pr,pv). 
In the light of the general discussion offered in the Introduction, culminating with 
formula (1.35), we see how one may construct the matrix automorphy factor for the 
transformation S = ( j " ^ 1 ) - The key expressions are (3.3.2), which we rewrite in 
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terms of the components of the vector $( p)(r, v) (see (1.31)), 
K ^ { - \ , ^ ) = T j " y J ^ K p ( T , v i i i ) 
p - l 
+ r ^ e i ^ $ ( p r , P ) « - a T ) i 5 i , , ) ( r , i / ) , (3.3.16) 
a=0 
as well as, 
* ? > ( — , - ) = ^ " ^ e - n ^ ^ ) . (3.3.17) 
The latter transformation formula is obtained as follows. Starting from the definition 
(1.31) and performing an ^-transformation we have, 
T T T T 
using(2.2.20) /_ ^ ^ £ # ( 1 v _ I) 
P V V 
I 7 V ~ l '2 
= i e p r > e v p'e p v{pr,pu — r + r r) 
P r'=0 
using{2.2.Z) / 
e p r 2__,e e p v{pT,pv + r T) 
V 





The information presented in the formulas (3.3.16) and (3.3.17) may be encoded 
in the following expression, which uses the definition (1.30) and introduces the ma-
trix, 
,2 l T e - m p l ^ r * J p - 1 (K p , S ; r , ^ , ^ ) = e i 7 r p v (3.3.19) 
\ o ( - i T ) ^ ; ( S ) , J 
where DP(<S) has elements, 
Dmn = —e p , ri, m = 0 , 1 , . . .p - 1, (3.3.20) 
and ^ is the row vector with components ( * ) a = $(pT,pp, — aT),a = 0, 1 , . . . ,p — 1. 
We therefore write, 
- , - , ^ ) = J ; 1 ( K P , S - T , v, ^ ( T , v, fx), (3.3.21) 
T T T H 
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or again (recall ( 1 . 3 5 ) ) , 
S • Kp(r,z/,/i) = J p ( K p , S ; T , u , f j , ) K p ( ~ , ^ , ^ ) = &p(r, u, p) ( 3 . 3 . 2 2 ) 
with the matrix automorphy factor for S being, 
(
r-\ei*v£ - ( - i T ) - l e i 7 r ^ * D p ( S ) \ 
J p ( K p , S - T , v , n ) = e - ™ p - \ i P V J \ . ( 3 . 3 . 2 3 ) 
0 ( - i r ) - » D p ( S ) 
3.4 The $ function and its properties 
We now study important properties of the function <3> appearing in the S transform 
of the higher-level Appell functions. These properties are essential in understand-
ing the modular behaviour of models whose partition functions might include non-
quasiperiodic characters and therefore, higher-level Appell functions. As in the case 
of theta and Appell functions, we discuss basic and open quasiperiodicity properties 
of the function $, and introduce scaling laws (similar to period increasing statements 
in the last chapter). We end this section by giving the 5-modular transformation 
formula for $. 
We find it useful to introduce the associated function (f>(r, / / ) , 
<Kr, ti) = ~UT f d\ e - ^ / C ^ r , X - p, p) , ( 3 . 4 . 1 ) 
Jo 
or equivalently, 
<f>{T,fi) = ^ ( T , f i ) + ^ , ( 3 . 4 . 2 ) 
1 f t o s inhfTrxv/^Fn + 2 ^ ) ) 
= - - / dxe-** 1— T ) ) , ( 3 . 4 . 3 ) 
as it gives more concise expressions for some formulas. I t is worth noting that almost 
all the properties mentioned above can be derived from the integral representation 
( 3 . 4 . 3 ) , or alternatively using ( 3 . 3 . 2 ) with p = 1 , namely, 
/CJH> 7 . ?) = r e ^ ^ ^ ( ^ ^ l + r e - ^ ^ ^ f r , , ) . ( 3 . 4 . 4 ) 
Another valuable source of information for the study of the $ function is the 
recent literature on Barnes-like special functions, arising in various problems (see 
[ 1 6 ] , [ 1 7 ] , [ 1 8 ] and also [ 1 9 ] , [ 2 0 ] , [ 2 1 ] , [ 2 2 ] ) . 
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3.4.1 Basic and open quasiperiodic properties 
First, the expression of </>(r, p) at fx = I y 1 , m € Z is easily obtained from the initial 
definition ( 3 . 4 . 3 ) . I t yields, 
1 _ m _ 2 
H r , r f ) = - ^ e ~ i ^ i ^ , m > 0 , 
1 m _ 1 2 
( 3 . 4 . 5 ) 
and <^(T, 0 ) = - | , 0(r, - r / 2 ) = 0 . 
Next, by elementary transformations, we find that 4> satisfies the equations, 
m 
( n + j r ) 2 (j>(r, f j , + mt) = <f>(r, n) - ^ e 
4>{T, H - mr) = (j)(r, /x) + e i 7 r ( " ' T > 
j=0 
And hence, the same relations are valid for $. These open quasiperiodicity 
relations are similar to those for JCP. We call them "dual" open quasiperiodicity 
properties as they are changed by changing the sign of m. A slightly more involved 
calculation with the integral representation in ( 3 . 4 . 3 ) , leads to other dual open 
quasiperiodic relations, which are more conveniently written in terms of $, 
m 
$(r , n + m) = e--^-*™* $(r> + £ e - ^ - 2 ^ 
$(r , / i - m) = e - - ^ + 2 i ™ ^ $ ( T ) ^ _ _ ^ ^ ^ + 2 ^ 
where m e N. We explicitly show how to obtain the first of the above relations. 
Recall the analytic continuation prescription and consider $ ( i i , jj) with t € R+. We 
write 
r 2 e™Vi(i+2£) 
= - J d x e - ^ - e - * ' ^ 
R-iO 
and consider ^(it,/j, + m) with m € N, changing the integration variable to x' — 
x + i ^ . This gives, 
2 
$(rf, \i + m) = e _ 7 r^ 2 ? r ™ $ i m (it, ^ ) , 
\7f 
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7 — 
; m— 1 
Figure 3.2: Integration contours for < t ( i t , f i ) (the lower dashed line) and $ i m ( i t , yu) 
(the upper dashed line) in the complex x plane and poles of the integrand (crosses). 
where 
$iTn Ut, / / ) = / dx e ,2 e 7 r x ^ 7 ( l + 2 £ ) 
R + i V t ~ i 0 
A residue calculation in accordance w i t h 
m— 1 
$ i m (i£, n) = $ ( i i , /^) — 2?7r res^  I —e 
X=l—r* 
=0 V* 
t \ f t 
(see Fig 3.2), then yields the first equation in (3.4.7). Alternatively, the functional 
equations (3.4.7) can be also deduced f rom (3.4.4) and the corresponding property of 
the Appel l funct ion in Eq. (2.4.3). Next, a "reflection property" follows f rom (2.4.2) 
(or equivalently, can be directly derived f r o m (3.4.3)), 
$ ( r , - / / ) = — e - A*) • (3.4.9) 
I t can be wr i t ten in a slightly different form, 
$ ( r , — ix — T) = — e 2in (3.4.10) 
3.4.2 The function's scaling laws 
We intend now to introduce some new properties of the <E> function. They cannot be 
precisely called period increasing properties, since they are not as genuinely periodic 
as functions we studied in the last chapter. We call them "scaling laws", although 
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they are very similar to the period increasing formulas of Appel l functions. Their 
derivation is quite involved, and we present some details below, w i t h the help of an 
appendix. First use the relations (2.4.15) and (3.4.4) to write, 
u - l 
$ ( r , / i ) = ^2^(u2T,ufi-bur). (3.4.11) 
6=0 
Now by using the following identity, proved in Appendix B . l when u and p are 
coprime positive integers, 
2P u qPu-u{r-l)-p(s-l) P - 1 
^—J ^—/ qpu _ n-pu 0 — 1 ^ ' (3.4.12) 
ui—ps>0 
Qv - Q -
r = l s = l ^ r = l s = l 
the most important scaling law for $ funct ion reads, 
^ ^ ) = - £ i : ^ ( " u r + p s ) 2 
r = l s = l 
ur—ps>0 
2p u 
+ ®(2PUT> f i - u ( r - l ) r - p(s - l ) r ) . (3.4.13) 
r = l s = l 
However, in studying the S transform of N = 2 and s^(2|l) non-unitary char-
acters, we w i l l need a scaled version of (3.3.2), which involves the following scaling 
formula, 
e ^ ^ r + 2 W $ ( u r , ufi - ar) ti{ur, uv + ar) = 
a=0 
, I ^ e ' ^ $ ( ^ + ^ ( > - ^ « € N . (3.4.14) 
a=0 
The remaining of this subsection is dedicated to the proof of the above formula. 
First change r —>• ^ and ^ —> + ^ in (3.4.11) for any positive integer "a". This 
gives, 
u - l 
$ ( - , /x + - ) = ^ * ( u r > un+a-br) . (3.4.15) 
U U 6=0 
Meanwhile, under the change r —>• ^ and f —>• f — ^ , the formula (2.4.13) becomes, 




$(LiV-±)  J 2 e 2 i n { u - ^ ) j + i 7 r i j 2 ' d ( u T , u u + j T ) . (3.4.16) 
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Using (3.4.15) and (3.4.16) in the right hand side (R.H.S.) of (3.4.14) gives, 
u—1 „ u—1 
R - H S = ^ e ^ + 2 i ^ ^ $ ( « T , ^ - £ > r + a ) 
u - l 




Also i t appears f r o m (3.4.7) that, 
a 
${uT,uti-bT+a) = e - i n £ - 2 i ™ ^ ${uT,uti-br) + ^ ^ j * * ^ - * * ] ^ , 
(3.4.18) 
where a G N . We do need now to insert this formula in (3.4.17), however (3.4.18) 
only holds for non-zero positive integer amounts of "a". We therefore wri te , 
i—1 u— 1 11— 1 
U
 0 = 1 6=0 c=0 
W a=0 6=0 j = l c=0 
1 U _ 1 
+ -^e^^^^uT^uii-bT^iuT^uv + cT). (3.4.19) 
6=0 
Where the last term is the a = 0 contribution. But in the second term above, 
the only computation for index "b" is Y2=o e2"^" which is actually zero, since 
1 < j < u — 1 (using lemma (2.4.14)). Therefore the second term in (3.4.19)vanishes. 
The first term in (3.4.19) can also be simplified to be, 
1 u—1 u - l u - l 
i ^ ^ e 2 i , r , / c + i , r 5 c 2 $ ( M T , u / x - 6 r ) i 9 ( « r , « i / + c r ) ^ e 2 i ' r 6 ? 0 , (3.4.20) 
U 6=0 c=0 a = l 
and since —(u — 1) < b — c < u — 1, the last summation in the expression above 
reads (using (2.4.14)), 
J 2 e 2 i ^ a = u 6 ( b - c ) - l . 
Taking this equality into account, the first term in (3.4.19) w i l l finally be, 
u - l 
UU + CT) 
c=0 
1 u—1 
- - y ^ e 2 i ™ c + m u $ ( U T , un-brWur, UV + CT), u 
6=0 
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in which the second term clearly cancels w i t h the th i rd term in formula (3.4.19). 
Therefore we f inal ly arrive at (3.4.14), which also allows us to rewrite the S modular 
transformation (3.3.2) of level p Appel l functions as, 
. (3.4.21) 
a=0 
This is the scaled version of (3.3.2) used in subsequent chapters. 
3.4.3 S modular transformation of the <E> function 
We finish this chapter by calculating the ^-transformation of the $ funct ion, along 
wi th its verification in asymptotic ranges. We start by acting wi th another S trans-
form on formula (3.4.4) and we use (2.2.20) to obtain, 
JCr(r,-„, -/*) = ^ e - ^ K x { - \ , f ) - * )0 (T , U) . 
We rewrite K.\{—^, ^, ^ ) in the above formula w i t h the help of (3.4.4) and get, 
T 
(3.4.22) 
Now by just using the following elementary identity, 
/ d ( r , v, n) = -K^r,-u, - p ) + # ( r , U), (3.4.23) 
or alternatively, using the identities (2.4.2) and (2.2.7) to cancel the presence of 
Appell functions in (3.4.22) we arrive at, 
= - i v ^ e ^ $ ( r , n) + l ) , (3.4.24) 
which, in view of (3.4.2),we can also rewrite as, 
= - ? V = n : ( e - ^ ^ ( r , AX) + \ ) - \ e<*£. (3.4.25) 
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I t is instructive to verify this formula by comparing the asymptotic expansions of 
the integral i n (3.4.3) as r —>• oo and then as — i r \ 0. We first find the asymptotic 
expansion of (f>(it, iy) for large positive t. We write, 
Je sinh(7ncvfc) 
and use (2.4.14) w i t h A = e ~ n x V i , \A\ < 1, to obtain 
OO p + OO 
<f>(it, iy) - 2 ^ / e - ^ 2 sinh (nx(Vt + 2 ^ ) ) e - « ( 2 " » + D V * . 
m=0 "*e 
By expanding the sinh function we obtain, 
oo />+oo 
<f>(it,iy) ! _ x ° ° ^ / rfxfe""2"™'^^'2^1'^ - e-^2+^(s/t+ft-(2m+i)Vt)^ 
m=0 
(3.4.26) 
The above integral can be evaluated in terms of the complementary error funct ion 
defined as, 
2 f°° _ 2 
erfc(z) = 1 — e r f ( z ) = —^= / dxe x . 
Jz 
Indeed, note that 
/
+oo r+oo 
(lxe-(ax2+bx+c) x =_x-e / ^ e - ( a i ' 2 + ( 2 o e + 6 ) a ; ' + (6e+c)) 
and 
f + ° ° d x e - ^ x 2 + A ^ + A ^ = - f X e ^ - i M A s ) ^ . e r f c ( - 4 ^ = ) • (3-4.27) 
Jo 2 y Ai l y A i 
By taking Ax = a, A2 = 2ae + 6 and ^43 = 6e + c in (3.4.27), we eventually get 
f + C ° d x e ^ a x 2 + b x + ^ = I . / V 2 " 4 - ) / 4 * • e r f c ( - ^ = + e^fa) . (3.4.28) 
J€ 2 V a 2 ^ 0 
Now, the first term in the integrand of (3.4.26) can be evaluated as, 
l+°°dxe-™2—(^+(^)^) = l_e,^±^- . e r f c ^ ( ( m + 1 ) t + y + ^ 
The second term can be treated similarly and the integration (3.4.26) simplifies to, 
-, oo 
m iy) ^ \ £ z " * * ^ e r f c ( > f i ( ( ™ + i)t + v + Vie)) 
0 0 2 
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We isolate the m = 0 term in the first sum (the only term where the argument 




for large positive z. This gives, 
^ M ^ ^ - i e ^ e r f ^ ^ f ^ i ) 
( - l ) n ( 2 n - 1)!! 
ire(2mt+2y+\/te) ire(2mt-2y+\/ie) 
Vi e ^ 
(3.4.29) 
+ £ 5 ( 2 7 r ) n + 1 L ( W f + $ + e ) 2 n + 1 ( m V t - J + £ ) J " + 1 . 
We can now set e = 0, after which the m series can be expressed through the 
zeta funct ion defined by, 
oo 
C(s,a) = J2(m + a)-s 
m=0 
as, 
, iy) 4 x°° - 1 e r f c ( - fiy) + \(cot(*) - ± ) 
+ ^ ( - l ) " ( 2 n - l ) ! ! C(2n + 1,1 + \) - C(2rz + 1,1 - f) 
n = l 
( 2 T T ) " + 1 f>+s 
This can be expanded further, using 
C(n, 1 + ar) = £ ( - 1 ) ' ( " + ' ^ ( n + i) , 
i>0 ^ ' 
where £(s) = ]Cm>i m s - We t n u s ^ n d ' 
<->oo 1 
^ , i ? / ) ' x 0 O - - e ^ e r f c ( - v / f 2 / ) 
3 OO 
( j + n + l ) ( 2 j + l ) ! n ! i f + 2 j + n 
n=0 j=0 
where the Bernoulli numbers B2n are related to the zeta funct ion values at even 
positive integers by the following definit ion, 
We could also note that the erfc funct ion in (3.4.30) can be decomposed further, 
w i t h the result [23], 
* ( « , * ) ' x ~ - » „ • * - f ; ^ „ . F , (1 _ n , §, ^ ) . 
71 = 0 ^* 
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We next find the small-i expansion [23]. Wr i t ing , 
<j)(it,iy) = 
= ~ \ J dxe-™2 [cosh ( 2 7 ^ ) + c o t h ^ V t ) s i n h ^ r a J f . ) , (3.4.31) 
we readily calculate the cosh integral and expand coth w i t h the result, 
j=o 
This involves the integrals, 
<f>(it,iy) *° ~ \ e ^ - j T d x C - " a ( 7 r x V t ) « - 1 s i n h ( 2 7 r x ^ ) 
poo 
I dxe-nx2x-lsmh(/3x) = - f e r f ( ^ ) , 
J^dxe-™V*"1 sinhG&O = & ^ - i ( ^ ) , J > 1, 
where / / m are the Hermite polynomials. They can be wr i t ten as, 
Hm(x) = (2xr ( l - + 1 - 3 ( 7 ) ^ - 1 - 3 - 5 f f ) ^ + . . . ) , 
which gives [23], 
2 
oo oo 
( i + n + l ) n ! ( 2 j + l ) ! 
n=0 j'=0 
A n d finally to verify consistency w i t h the 5-transform formula (3.4.25) we rewrite 
i t as, 
0(f, f ) + iVie-*$ <j>(it, i y ) = - i S t - 1 - . 
W i t h the above asymptotic expansions (3.4.30) and (3.4.32), we then find, 
(3.4.32) + iy/t e " 7 ^ • (3.4.30) = - l - ^ t - \ e~n^ . 
y->-i t 
Showing that the asymptotic expansions of integral (3.4.3) obey the S transfor-
mation formula (3.4.25). 
Chapter 4 
Modular transformations of N = 2 
characters via Appell Functions 
4.1 Introduction and basic definitions 
Admissible N = 2 superconformal characters at central charge c = 3(1 — ^ ) w i t h 
p and u two coprime integers are generically labelled by three discrete integers r, s 
and 9 in the ranges, 
1 < r < u - 1, l ~ P < s < p , 9eZ, [Ramond] (4.1.1) 
l < r < u - l , l - p < s < p , 9 e Z+ ^ , [Neveu - Schwarz}.(4.1.2) 
They are functions of two complex variables q and z, q = e2l7rT and z — e 2 l 7 r I /, w i th 
T,U E C and 7 m ( r ) > 0. Highest weight characters are usually constructed as series 
in the variable q, taking into account the existence of null vectors, whose presence in 
a Verma module indicates that states of zero norm appear and should be removed 
i f one is interested in irreducible representations. The condition Im(r) > 0 ensures 
the convergence of such series. 
A vast literature is available on N — 2 superconformal characters, and we refer to 
[26] for notations and conventions, as well as for some background on the characters 
we use here. N = 2 characters generically count fermionic as well as bosonic states 
which might appear in a superconformal field theory w i t h N = 2 symmetry, and 
fo rm the building blocks of torus par t i t ion functions of such theories. Unlike bosonic 
47 
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fields, which must be periodic when translated by any of the two periods COI,OJ2 of 
the torus i n order to contribute to the construction of a consistent par t i t ion function, 
a fermionic field ip(z) may pick up a factor of — 1 . I f i t does, i.e i f for instance, 
1/>(z + u1) = -ij>(z), (4.1.3) 
i t is said to satisfy Neveu-Schwarz (NS) boundary conditions w.r . t . period u>i. I f i t is 
periodic instead, i t is said to satisfy Ramond (R) boundary conditions. Since there 
are two periods, a fermionic field may be defined according to four types of boundary 
conditions: (R,R), (R,NS), (NS,R) and (NS,NS). The characters describing states 
generated by such fermionic fields are respectively called 'super Ramond', 'Ramond', 
'super Neveu-Schwarz' and 'Neveu-Schwarz' characters. In the Ramond sector, the 
character series only have integer powers in the variable q (apart f r o m a possible 
fractional offset).They are given by, 
U(r,s,u,p;0)(q, z) = z - 3 e q e { e 2 - 9 ) u { r t S ! U t P ) ( q , zq~e), (4.1.4) 
where the 'untwisted' (i.e. 9 = 0) characters read, 
/ x s _ l _ £ ( r _ l ) I #(1,0) (9, 2) / \ fAie\ 
U{r,,,VJ,){q,Z) = Z »( 'q* <P(r,8M){q,Z), (4.1.5) 
w i t h 
We therefore write the twisted Ramond non-unitary N = 2 superconformal charac-
ters as, 
z) = z ^ - 1 ^ % - 1 ^ ^ ^ z), (4.1.7) 
where we have introduced the following notation, 
V(r,s,u,P;0){qi z) = (p(r,s,u,P)zq~0) (4.1.8) 
and used (2.2.14). To obtain the Neveu-Schwarz characters, one allows the spectral 
flow, or twist parameter 9 to be half-integer. They may be obtained f rom the 
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Ramond characters by shif t ing the angular variable as z —> z q±^, 
U ( m p ; 8 T ^ Z ) = Z ± * Q t ^ W w f i f a Z ( f h - (4-1-9) 
We choose to define the NS characters as those obtained f r o m thr R characters 
(4.1.7) by shif t ing z —> zq~i, as comparison w i t h the existing literature on unitary 
minimal N = 2 characters (see [26,32,33]) is straightforward in this case. The su-
percharacters are obtained by shif t ing z —> — z in the R and NS characters. 
I n this chapter, we are part icularly interested in the behaviour of TV = 2 char-
acters under the modular transformation S : r —> — - where r , the torus modulus, 
is given by the ratio of the two periods, namely r = ^ . Therefore, the S mod-
ular transformation essentially interchanges the roles of UJ\ and UJ2 and transforms 
R characters in super NS characters. We have chosen to study the S transform of 
the R characters (4.1.7), and we expect to be able to re express the transformed 
characters as a linear combination of super NS characters of the type 
U3{r',s',u,p;e'-\){^-Z)^ (4.1.10) 
possibly up to 'corrective terms'. As we w i l l see, those actually appear whenever 
the parameter p is not one. The origin of this appearance is rooted in the non-
quasiperiodicity of the funct ion <P(r,s,u,p;0)(z,q) m the spectral flow parameter 9. 
Indeed using the explicit expression (4.1.6), one can show that , 
<P(r,s,u,P;un)(q,z) = q-pn{r-un)+un{s-X) { ( ^ } 
( 2pn—1 
- Y l ( - l ) J ^ + 1 A ( s + j , r + i , U l P ) ( ? , 1) ] , n E N , 
_ r ° (4.1.11) 
£ ( - l ) V + 1 A ( , + j i r + a i U J > ) ( 9 j 1) ] , n € - N . 
^ j=2pn 
The derivation of the S modular transformation of series of the </>type is noto-
riously diff icul t in general. A previous attempt at deriving the N = 2 characters 
modular transformations in the general case has been made [26]. The method used 
there takes advantage of the following relation between s£(2) admissible characters 
+ < 
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I ^ j ^ l ^ z ) and N = 2 superconformal characters (4.1.4) at a common central 
charge value of c = ^ = 3(1 - f ) [28], 
The derivation relies on the knowledge of how s£(2) characters transform under the 
modular group [6]. Our method is more powerful because i t works for a whole class 
of characters whose relation to s£(2) characters is not explici t ly known. What we 
exploit is the non-quasiperiodicity nature of the characters. The latter happens to 
be encoded in the higher-level Appel l functions we discussed in the previous chap-
ters. The relation between Appel l functions and N = 2 admissible characters is 
through the following formula, 
¥>r W , = £ 2 P ( « T , ( + § - ^ ) T , | - V - [ § - ^ - 9}T) 
- e 2 " ^ - ^ / C 2 p ( u T , ( - § - ^ ) r , I - v - [t - iLg" _ 6 ) r ) . (4.1.12) 
The rest of this chapter consists in using the S modular properties of Appel l functions 
derived in Chapter 3 in order to provide the S transform of non-unitary N = 2 
superconformal characters. 
4.2 S transform of N = 2 non-unitary admissible 
characters 
4.2.1 Modular transformation of ipr,s,u,p;9(i~,v) 
I n view of (2.2.19) and (2.2.24), as well as of the definition of characters (4.1.7), i t 
is clear that the non-tr ivial derivation is the S transform of (4.1.12), which we write 
<PwA?, *) = ^ ( V - ( f + ^ / r , (1 - v + § - ^ - 0]/T) 
- e - 2 - ^ / C 2 p ( ^ , ( f + ^ p > ) / r , [ i - v + | - ^ - 9}/r) . (4.2.1) 
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In physical applications, and in particular when one is concerned w i t h the construc-
t ion of modular invariant par t i t ion functions, i t is extremely valuable to re express 
(4.2.1) in terms of ipr,s,u,p;0(T, v) or more exactly in terms of a linear combination of 
functions <pr',s',u,p;0'(r, In general, such a combination appears as a 'leading term' 
in (4.2.1), but the non-quasiperiodicity generates corrective terms whose structure 
is wor th studying too. 
Step 1: Identif ication of the 'leading t e r m ' 
• Using the essential formula (3.4.21) giving the S transform of higher-level Appel l 
functions, the two level 2p Appel l functions entering in the expression (4.2.1) become, 
±r _|_ 3—1 s—1 
Kzpivfr' 2 u T / u 2 p ' T / u ) = u
 c ± r-*>*( r 'F 2^«' S + ^r>» ~~ ^r) 
/ P a=0 J 
where 
A = J ( 5 - " + § - * ) > (4-2.3) 
C_rtS,e(r,u) = e ^ ^ ^ ^ ) 2 - ^ - ^ ) 2 ! , (4.2.4) 
C r , , i f l ( r , i / ) = e ^ ^ C U ^ r , * / ) . (4.2.5) 
• Now using the identity (2.4.4) to cancel the terms appearing in both K,2P's in 
(4.2.2), one arrives at the following expression for tp: 
^r,s,u,PA^^) = G + n , (4.2.6) 
where, 
Q = - C-r,sAT,") [£ZP(Z> ir> A) - ^ 2 p ( l , £ ) ] , (4.2.7) 
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and, 
x ^ + S-W - * ) - £ + ^ - J ) ] • (4-2-8) 
The Ti term is one of the corrective terms mentioned above and w i l l be improved 
in Step 2 below. We continue w i t h the identification of the 'leading term' emerging 
f rom the term Q. 
• In order for Q to contain a leading term, i.e. to contain functions ipr',s',u,p;e'(T, v), 
the Appel l functions in (4.2.7) should have UT as first argument instead of ^. We 
therefore use the crucial period-increasing formula (2.4.21) derived in Chapter 2, in 
I 
which q —> qu. We also insert 
x = e~2in^ , (4.2.9) 
and 
y = e2^ = e^\-v+\-*) = x-iz-ig&e-™ . (4.2.10) 
Note that the variables x and y are not independent in the case of N = 2, as 
expected since the Kac-Moody subalgebra is U(l). The Q term becomes, 
Q = Qi+Q2, (4.2.11) 
where, 
r'=0b-l 
x [IC{2p)(qu, e - i , r r 9 T , e ^ e 2 i ' ( i - " - e ) 9 - T - * ) 
- C_ r , a , f l ( r , v) Y^j>2 q£(r'+2V-^r'+bh-^r'+2Ve2i*^-e(r'+2b)) 
i l ' 
u 
r ' = 0 6 = l 
, ' 1 
^ ( g " , ^ , ^ - 1 ^ - 6 ) ] , using(2.4.6) (4.2.12) 
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and, 
u 2p— lu—1 
G2 = -C-R,,,B(T,v) g ^ ^ + 2 6 ) - ^ ( r ' + 6 ) + 6 s ' - T z - ^ r ' + 2 i ) + s ' e 2 - S ^ - ^ ' + 2 6 ) ) ) 
U b=l-u s '= l r '=0 
s'u—r'p<2pb 
x A s ' , r ' + i , « ,p (^0 ) . (4.2.13) 
The 2^ term is another corrective term and we delay its treatment un t i l Step 2. We 
continue the discussion of Q\. 
• A quick look at (4.1.12) shows that Q\ can be rewritten 
QX = - C_ r , 4 , f l ( r , V) qi;(r'+2b)-^(r'+b)z-^+2b)e2i^u(br-9(r'+2b)) 
U . r ' = 1 6 = l 
X ^ , h u , P ; - b + ^ + ^ (4-2-14) 
where we have taken into account that the term r ' = 0 in (4.2.12) does not con-
tribute. This is a perfectly reasonable 'leading term' as i t is a linear combination of 
<p functions of the type (4.1.12). Note however that this linear combination is not 
'democratic', i.e. although i t sweeps all values of r' i n the range 1 < r' < u — 1, 
i t singles out the value s' = 1 when a prior i that parameter takes values i n the 
range 1 — p < s' < p (recall (4.1.1)) Furthermore, we argued in the previous sec-
t ion that the transformed Ramond characters should be re expressed in terms of 
super Neveu-Schwarz characters (4.1.10), where 6' is meant to run over the integers 
l , . . , u . This would not be the case i f we kept the twist in (4.2.14) to be — b + | 
where 6 = 1, ...,u. I n the rest of this thesis, we choose to express (4.2.14) in 
terms of ip , , i ( r , v + \\ instead of <p , I(T,V + I ) when s tudying 
r ,s,u,p;b~2 z ' r ,l,u,p;-b+2 1 
the modular transformat ions of a given N = 2 character u)riStUiP]o(T, u). W e 
also assume, without loss of generality, that 1 < s < p. In order to single 
out s' = s, we use the Appel l functions periodicity property (2.4.11), w i th p —» 2p, 
1 i r' L ± r ' 
q —> qu, n = s — 1, y — q*z~ q~~*~° and x —> q~^~ and wri te , 
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± r ' 1 r ' 
s- x i 
- £ ( 2 " V ( 1 ± r '~ r '~ 2 6 ) r j % 2 " P , g ± r W u ) . (4.2.15) 
We then insert (4.2.15) in (4.2.12) (remembering that the term r' = 0 does not 
contribute) and eventually obtain, 
£ 1 = £ + £ s , (4.2.16) 
where 
C = - C-R,SFI{T, v) £ £ 9 - ^ ( 6 2 + 6 r ' - 6 - ^ ) + ( I - 6 ) ( l - . ) z - £ ( r ' + 2 6 ) + S - l e - 2 m £ ( r ' + 2 6 ) ^ m ^ 
r ' = l 6=1 
x ^,,„„._^l(r,v + ±), (4.2.17) 
r ' , s , « , p ; - 6 + 2 
and 
C s = _1 C _ r , s , , ( r , ^ ) £ £ £ g - ^ ( 6 2 W - 6 - % ) - ( i - b ) ^ - H ( r ' + 2 6 ) + J e - 2 i < ( r ' + 2 6 ) ^ 7 r ^ 
U r ' = l 6=1 j = l 
X V + , w ( T , 0 ) . (4.2.18) 
Final ly we relabel b —>• — 6 + u + 1 in (4.2.17) and wri te , 
T 
^ = ~ C-r,sAT' U ) 
u—1 « 
J L ( r ' - 2 6 + 2 ( « + l ) ) - 2 t ± ± ^ ± i i ( r ' - 6 + u + l ) + ( 6 - « - i ) ( l - S ) £ ( r ' - 2 6 + 2 ( u + l ) ) + s - l x £ £ < ? 2 u v 
r ' = 16=l 
x e 2 i^ (r -6r - f l ( r ' - 26+2) ) ( „ + I ) ( 4 3 l g ) 
r',s,u,p;b— uv ' \ ' 
Using the periodicity property (2.4.9), we have 
" + >^ = , 2 V < — [ V „ , ^ l ( r , , + I) 
2 p - l t 
- £ ^ ' ? ( 6 - 5 M A ( , - - . + i . W ) ( 9 . 9 r ' + ' " 1 ) ] . 
j = 0 
= z 2 P ^ ( r ' - 2 6 + u + l ) - « ( a - l ) r , ^ + n 
L r',s,u,p;6—j 2 
2 p - l j 
£ ^ V ^ A s - . - ^ + i , ^ , 0) ] , (4.2.20) 
3=0 
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so that, after using (4.2.4), we arrive at 
C = d + C c , (4.2.21) 
where 
r
 T - 2 i 7 r - [ s - l - £ ( r - 2 0 ) l - 2 i 7 r - [ s - l - E r ] „ - 2 t 7 r E r [ y 2 - 9 2 ) s x 
u 
x ^ - ^ ( r ' - 2 6 + 2 6 2 - 2 ( , r ' + | ) - ( 6 - i ) ( S - l ) z - £ ( r ' - 2 6 + l ) + , - l 
r ' = 1 6 = l 
x e i 7 r £ [ ( S - l ) + ( r - 2 6 r - 2 0 ( r ' - 2 6 + l ) ) 1 (r , 1/ + (4.2.22) 
r',s,u,p;b- ^ 1 
and we have generated yet another corrective term, 
r
 T - 2 n r - [ s - l - £ ( r - 2 0 ) ] - 2 i 7 T - [ s - l - £ r ] -2inET[v2-62} 
U — 1 t l 
X 
x q-^r'-2b+2b*-2brl + \)-{b-\){s-\)z-ei(T>-2b+\)+s-\ 
r' = 16= l 
2 p - l 
x e l ^ [ ( S - l ) + ( r - 2 6 r - 2 ^ - 2 6 + l ) ) £ ^ V ^ A ^ . ^ ^ ^ T , 0) ] . (4.2.23) 
Therefore, at this point, the S transform of (pr,s,u,p;o(Ti v) reads, 
v>TWA^> ^) = c1 + c c + c s + g2 + n, (4.2.24) 
where the five terms are respectively given by (4.2.22), (4.2.23), (4.2.18), (4.2.13) 
and (4.2.8). 
This completes Step 1. We now proceed to rearrange all the corrective terms in 
the most compact possible way. 
Step 2: the correct ive terms £ c + Cs + Q2 + Ti 
• We start w i th the term H containing the complicated <3> functions. We define some 
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new variables to make the calculations as concise as they can be, namely we set 
1 = (4-2.25) 
u ^ 2p v ' 
^ = - L + i ^ i (4.2.26) 
u 2u 2p K ' 
Hi = +JL + i z i (4.2.27) 
with / i given in (4.2.3). Using these new variables, % simplifies to, 
U = %-- n + , (4.2.28) 
where, 
(4.2.29) 
We now perform the calculations for %~ and then use the final result to express 
H+. We split the term H~ (and then H+) into two simpler parts, with the hope 
these will combine with some of the other corrective terms emerging from Q. To 
our knowledge the only way to do that is to use period-increasing formulas for the 
$ and the $ functions appearing in H~. 
• We rescale $ by changing ^ —> ^  + ^ in (3.4.13) and write, 
2p u 
^ f e - 1 + t P ) = E X > ( 2 P u r ' 2 ^ + a u - u i s ' - l ) T - P(r'-l)r) + £i , 
s '= l r '= l 
p-\ u-i (4.2.30) 
s'=l r '=l 
s'u—r'p>0 
The next step is to take the term "ait" out of $. For that we need the first identity 
mentioned in (3.4.7). In fact, taking m = au, and changing n —>• 2p7 — U(S' — 1)T — 
p(r'— l ) r in this identity gives, 
2 ? U -2 , 2 P T - u ( S ' - l ) 7 - P ( r , - l ) T 
s' = l r '=l 
x $(2/wr, 2p7 - it(s' - l ) r - p(r' - l ) r ) + <fx + £ 2 , (4.2.31) 
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where £ 2 denotes the exponential terms following from (3.4.7). This term vanishes. 
Indeed, write 
2p u au . . 
s'=lr' = lj=l 
au 2p— In—1 t t 
= T ^ r ^ " ^ - 2 " 1 " E E " * * ' ' < « - 3 2 ) 
j = l s'=0r'=0 
The s' summation gives zero unless j = 2pn for n 6 Z. Restricting the sum over j 
to these values, we then see that the r' sum vanishes unless n = ku, for k £ Z, but 
this condition is incompatible with the ranges 1 < j < au and 0 < a < 2p — 1 and 
therefore the sum above is zero. 
• Next using (2.4.13), we represent the theta function in the right hand side of H~ 
as, 
2p u 
ffljL. £ _ A ) = V V e 2 ^ ( V - ^ ) K ^ " - i ) W - i ) ] + ^ ! f K - l + f ( r " - l ) ] 2 
\ 2pu' u 2p' / J / J 
s"=l r " = l 
x d(2pur, 2prf + u(s" - l ) r + p(r" - l ) r ) . (4.2.33) 
Although the above formula does not seem a familiar kind of period increasing 
statement for theta functions, it is actually of the proper format to suit our purpose. 
Appendix D . l shows how this identity is proven and how we can change the signs 
of labels inside it . Inserting the rescaled $ mentioned in (4.2.31) and the period 
increased d in (4.2.33) into (4.2.29) for H~, we obtain, 
' H - = ' H i + ' H 2 , (4.2.34) 
where, 
U- = ^ C . V i 4 v ) e 2 " ^ 2 ^ ^ f l e 2 l 7 r ( s " - 1 + " ( r " - 1 ) ) "" + l ^ ( s " - 1 + " ( r " - 1 ) ) 2 
s'=l r'=l s"=l r"=l 
x <E>(2pur, 2p7 — u(s' — l ) r — p(r' — 1)T) 
x tf(2pur, 2prj~ + u(s" - l ) r + p(r" - l ) r ) 
x ^ e ^ ^ K , ' - , " ) ^ ' - " ^ ( 4 . 2 3 5 ) 
a=0 
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and, 
U~2 =^uC_r!S!g(T,v)e2™^\ 
2p-l 2p u 
x E Yl ^ e ^ f ^ + 2 i w a ? + 2 ^ ( V - ^ ) M s ' ' - 1 ) + p K - i ) ] + ^ ^ [ * ' ' - i + f ( ' - ' ' - i ) ] 2 x 
a=0 s"=lr" = \ 
x Si ti{2puT, 2pri~ + u(s" - l ) r + p ( r " - l ) r ) . (4.2.36) 
• We first concentrate on (4.2.35) and see how it can be simplified. First in (4.2.35) 
the sum over "a" vanishes unless, 
u{s' - s") + p{r' - r") 
2p 
Now based on appendix D . l , if we change 
= n, n e Z . (4.2.37) 
2p u p 2u 
s" = l r " = l s " = l r " = l 
and, 
2p u p 2u 
s' = l r ' = l s '=lr ' = l 
and implementing («,p) = 1 one obtains, 
s' -s" = 0 -> s' = s" , (4.2.40) 
r' - r" = 2n r" = r ' - 2n , (4.2.41) 
by which we easily end up with, 
J2 e 2 - ^ [ « ( ^ ' - " ) + P ( r ' - r " ) ] = 2 p _ (4.2.42) 
a=0 
Therefore imposing the conditions (4.2.40) and (4.2.41) in (4.2.35), reduces the sum 
over "a" to an overall single factor 2p and gets rid of the summation on r" and s". 
But now the question is: how many integers "rz" satisfy the constraint (4.2.41) ? In 
order to answer the question, recall that, once we use (4.2.38), the parameter r" is 
in the range 1 < r" < 2u, and therefore using (4.2.41) we get the constraint of "n" 
as, 
1 < r' - 2n < 2u . (4.2.43) 
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Hence by bringing the upper limits of r' and s' back again (opposite to (4.2.39)), 
changing n —> — n and putting everything together we arrive at, 
2p u 
x ^ ^ e 2 i ^ - ( ( ^ - l ) + ^ ( r ' + 2 n - l ) ) + i 7 r ^ r ( U ( S ' - l ) + p ( r ' + 2 n - l ) ) 2 
s' = l r' = l nel 
\<r'+2n<2u 
x $(2pitT, 2p7 - u(s' - l ) r - p(r' - l ) r ) 
x •d(2pur, 2prf + it(s' - l ) r + p(r' + 2n- l ) r ) . 
(4.2.44) 
• We need now to investigate the term H2 • To do that, we first insert the term S\ 
appearing in (4.2.30) in (4.2.36). After some simplifications we obtain, 
r s' = i ri=i sII = I r ' = i 
s'u—r'p>0 
x e2mn- (*" - 1 + £ (r"-l))+«rsr [ s»_i + E ( r » _ i)]J 
x tf(2pur, 2pr]~ + u{s" - l ) r + p(r" - l ) r ) 
2 p - l 
x ^ e 2 » i K S ' - S » + l ) - P ( r ' + r » - l ) l (4.2.45) 
a=0 
Here also, we do same as (4.2.38) to swap the upper limits of s" and r" summations. 
Now, the sum over "a" vanishes unless, 
u(s'- s" + 1) - p(r'+ r" - 1) 
-± '—— - =n, n e Z . (4.2.46) 
2p 
Given the new ranges of s" and r", and the fact (ti ,p) = 1, we have a non-zero sum 
over "a" when, 
s' - s" + 1 = 0 -> s" = s' + 1 , (4.2.47) 
r' + r" - 1 = - 2 n -> r" = - r ' - 2n + 1 , (4.2.48) 
and the sum over "a" again yields a factor of 2p. Since 1 < r" < 2M, the integer "n" 
is constrained to be in the interval, 
1 < -r' - 2n + 1 < 2u -> 1 - 2u < r' + 2n < 0 . (4.2.49) 
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We finally arrive at, 
« 2 " = ~ ^ > . " ) E E E 
p—1 u - l 
T - ' ^""^ e2iTrr)-{s'-£(r'+2n))+2i-ny{s'-£r') 
U 
s' = l r' = l 7i£Z 
s'u—r'p>0 
l-2u<r'+2n<0 
x e - 2 i 7 r n T ( s ' -u ( r '+")) t9(2pur , 2/w/- + S'UT - p(r' + 2n)r). (4.2.50) 
So far, we have 
U= (Hi - U\ ) + (Wa - ^ 2 ) = AWi + A f t 2 (4.2.51) 
where % f and ? ^ are respectively given by (4.2.44) and (4.2.50), and their ' + ' 
counterparts are obtained by replacing rf with rj+. In order to make the corrective 
terms as compact as possible, we always try to express them in terms of A functions 
(C.2.1). 
• We start with AHi = % f — H f . Our first step is to isolate the $ function 
in Tif in order to produce A terms. We use the identity (D.2.8) to deal with the 
double sum Ylr'=i Snez m ^ n e a D o v e expression. What plays the role of ^f(r') is 
$(2p«r, 2^7 — u(s' — l ) r — p(r' — l ) r ) here. We therefore write H\ as, 
2p u 
x ^2 Y , *(2pwr, 2p7 - u(s' - l ) r - p(r' - l ) r ) (4.2.52) 
s'=lr' = \ 
x e 2 ^ r , - ( ( S ' - l ) + £ ( 2 6 - [ r ' ] 2 - l ) ) + ^ ^ 7 ( « ( S ' - l ) + p ( 2 6 - [ r ' ] 2 - l ) ) 2 
6=1 
x d(2pur, 2pj]~ + u(s' - l ) r + p(2b - [ r ' ] 2 - l ) r ) , 
As we mentioned before, the term % + can be obtained by replacing rf with r)+ 
in "Hf as it is given in (4.2.52). So doing that for equality above, and a change of 
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b —> it — b + 1 simultaneously gives, 
7 t f = ^C_R, S I,(T,i/)e 2 i*^ 2x 
2p u 
x ] P ] T $(2pur, 2p7 - «(s ' - l ) r - p(r' - l ) r ) (4.2.53) 
«'=1 r '=l 
x ^ e 2 i 7 r 7 7 + ( ( y - l ) + £ ( 2 U - 2 6 - [ r ' ] 2 + l ) ) + i 7 r ^ ( « ( 5 ' - l ) + p ( 2 « - 2 6 - [ r ' ] 2 + l ) ) 2 
6=1 
x •d(2pur, 2prf + u(s' - l ) r + p(2u -2b- [r']2 + l ) r ) . 
We now use (2.2.7) to eliminate the term 2pur in the second argument of the 
theta function, Then in the resulting formula in accordance to (D.2.10) and (D.2.11) 
we may choose to flip the sign of [ r ' ] 2 in the resulting formula. Thus (4.2.53) is 
eventually rewritten as, 
2p u 
s' = l r ' = l 
u 
I ) ) 2 x ^ e 2 i T » ? + ( ( * ' - l ) - f (26- [r ' ] a - l ) )+ i i r5^(u( S ' - l ) -p(26- [r ' ] a - l ) 
6=1 
x d(2pur, 2prj+ + u(s' - l ) r - p(2b - [r'}2 - l ) r ) , 
(4.2.54) 
At this point we wish to make three remarks. Firstly the $ functions appearing in 
Hi and Wf are identical and we can factorise i t in the difference "Hf — . Secondly 
we have succeeded in changing the sign of all occurrences of (2b — [ r ' ] 2 — 1) in the 
formula above so that, when % \ is subtracted from % f , A function is produced. 
Thirdly we also note that the crucial change of sign for (26 — [ r ' ] 2 — 1) could be also 
obtained by using the flexibility of change of signs available when dealing with theta 
functions, see appendix D . l . Now we call the amounts of r]+ and rf from (4.2.26) 
and (4.2.27) and subtract (4.2.54) from (4.2.52). We write and simplify as, 
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- C_ r, s, f f(r, u)e2in^2 $ ( 2 P ^ 2 P 7 ~ u ( s ' ~ l ) T ~ P(r' ~ 
U
 s' = l r' = l 6=1 
x e " r ( ' - + ^ ( ^ - l ) ) ( ( s ' - l ) - 2 ( 2 6 - [ r ' ] 2 - l ) ) + i 7 r 5 x _ ( « ( S ' - l ) - P ( 2 6 - [ r ' ] 2 - l ) ) 2 
x A s ' - l , 2 6 - [ r ' ] 2 , u , p ( r » ° ) • 
(4.2.55) 
• We now wish to eliminate any numerical phase appearing in the second argument 
of Such phase originates in the 7 term (4.2.25), and the $ function is given by, 
$ —> <$>{2puT, p{-29 + r ) - ( s - l)u - 2pv - u(s' - l ) r - p(r' - 2)r) (4.2.56) 
We should now use the first identity in (3.4.7) by setting, 
m = p{-26 + r) - (s - l)u - 1 , 
fx ->• 1 - 2pv - u(s' - l ) r - p(r' - 2)r , 
and simplify further the resulting <3> function by using the identity (3.4.10). We 
obtain, 
$(2puT,p(-29 + r) - (s - l)u - 2pv - u(s' - l ) r - p(r' - 2)r) = 
- ^ b ( - 2 0 + r ) - ( S - l ) U - l ] 2 - ^ [ p ( - 2 0 + r ) - ( s - l ) ^ 
x $(2p«r, 2pv + u(s' -2p- l ) r + p(r' - 2)r) 
! 
\/—2ipur 
p ( - 2 0 + r ) - ( s - l ) u - l 
+
 %
 e 2 ^ [ j 2 - 2 p j ( - 2 0 + r ) + 2 j ( S - l ) U ] + ^ ( 2 p I , + u ( S ' - l ) T 4 - p ( r ' - 2 ) T ) 
» /—OimiT < * 
(4.2.57) 
Now putting the result above into (4.2.55) gives, 
(4.2.58) 
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where, 
2p u 
AHU = M'rtajB{T, u) ^2 Yl $ ( 2 P u r > 2 P U + ~ 2 P - l ) r + p ( r ' - 2 ) r ) 
a' = l r'=l nel 
l<r'+2n<2u 
x e -2j7r2[rn+e(r'-2)]+i7r^( U ( S ' - l )-p(r'+2n-l)) 2 
x A-s'-l,r'+2n,u,p(T, 0) , 
(4.2.59) 
and, 
. p ( - 2 0 + r ) - ( s - l ) u - l 
A H i 2 = - P 2 l w ^ + S ^ 2 % e ^ [ f - 2 P J ( - 2 e + r ) + 2 j ( s - l ) u ] + 2 - ^ 
2p u 
x V V V e ^ ( r + I ^ ) [ s ' - 1 - S ( r ' + 2 " - 1 ) ] + ^ [ " ( s ' - 1 ) + p ( r ' - 2 ) ] + ^ ! ? t s ' - 1 - ^ ' - ' + 2 " - 1 ) ] 2 
Z E E 
s'=l r'=l n£Z 
l<r'+2n<2u 
x A s /_i , r /+2r l , u > P ( ' r , 0) (4.2.60) 
Now to deal with AHn, two points have to be argued. Firstly we should mention 
that to write (4.2.59) we have again used the equality (D.2.8). Secondly we have 
used the symbol M!r s e(r, v) to represent all the possible factors in front of our 
triple sum, however in what follows it again changes to a yet another factor, namely 
M-r,s,o{T, v) (in terms of C-riStg(T, v) and factors arising from (4.2.57), etc ) which 
will shortly be introduced. Therefore to accomplish the term AHu as the only cor-
rective term containing the $ function, we first make the change s' —> 2p — s' + 1 
and then use (C.2.4) and write, 
2
 2P " 
AHU = Mr,sAT, v)e2™^-™^ Y2 J2 Yl ®(2PUT' 2 P V ~ S ' U T + P(R' ~ 2 ) T ) 
s'=l r'=l n£Z 
Kr'+2n<2u 
x e - ^ 2 [ r ( 2 n + l ) + 2 0 ( r ' - 2 ) ] + i 7 r f X ( S ' - H ( r ' + 2 n - l ) ) 2 
X A.s',r'+2n,u,p{T, 0) , 
(4.2.61) 
where the final overall factor M.T,s,e{T, v), now is given by, 
x e - 2 ^ b ( - 2 0 + r ) - ( S - l ) « - l ] 2 - ^ [ P ( - 2 0 + r ) - ( , - l ) U - i ] + 2 ^ b ( - 2 0 + r ) - ( , - l ) t I ] ( 4 3 g 2 ) 
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The term A % 1 2 in (4.2.60) can be further simplified as well. Implementing 
(D.2.6) along with further rearrangement of the sum indices makes it of a better 
shape to be compared with other corrective terms of our calculations. However 
we prefer to show this process in a same computational way, will be done for an 
equivalent term in the next chapter (called A7£i 2 in (5.2.31)). 
• We intend now to treat "H^ from (4.2.50) in a very similar way to %^. There-
fore we try to express it using the suggested format in (D.2.9). First a quick 
look at "H2 shows that all the functions in the summand are written either in the 
form \I>(r') or f(r' + 2n) except for e - 2 " " I T ( s ' - f ( r ' + « ) ) which can be rearranged as 
e - i 7 r [ ( r ' + 2 n ) - r ' ] [ s ' - £ ( r ' + 2 n ) - ^ ] T N o w i n s e r t i n g t h i s in 7{- and using (D.2.9) we write, 
% - = ^ C _ r s e ( T , v ) Y ^ £ e^-{s'-l{2b-[r'h))+2i,l{s'-lr') 
s'=l r '=l b—l—u 
s'u—r'p>0 
x e - i l r [ (26 - [ r ' ] 2 ) - r ' ] [ a ' - ^ (26 - [ r ' ] 2 ) - ^ ] r t f ( 2 p U T j 2 p r ] - + ^ _ ^ _ [ r ' ] 2 ) r ) . (4.2.63) 
In analogy with terms, it is not difficult now, to produce the % \ from the 
equality above. To avoid writing the long calculations we just mentioned, we again 
flip the sign of all (2b — [r ' ] 2 ) occurrences, using (D.2.11) (or using the knowledge 
about change of signs in appendix D . l ) , recall the value of 7 from (4.2.25) and 
change rf —V r]+ all through the formula above, subtract the resulting %^ from 
H2 , rearrange the remaining sum indices and the final use of (D.2.8) to bring the 
situation back to the form of ^(r')f(r' + 2n), followed by using (C.2.4)(for n = 1) 
and (D.2.6), we write the final result as l , 
2u p - l 
AU2 = - H+ = Mr,s,e(T,") e-l7r^r(r'-1)+(-2e+,-)('-'+26)]-2i^62T 
r' = l s' = l beZ 
26+r'>2 
p(26+r'-l)<s'u 
x e - (2«H- l ) ( . ' - f r ' ) r -2^( - ' -5 ( r '+26) ) A i # i r # i | i i p ( r ) 0) . (4.2.64) 
9 Now looking at the last corrective terms, we realise that there could be a chance 
'Same as many calculations before, to avoid any mistake, all the mentioned steps are double 
checked by Maple. Meanwhile the most concise analytical way is also presented in [29]. 
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to reform Q2, one of the previous corrective terms shown in (4.2.13), to get unified 
with AH2- In order to do that, we change Q2 in an exponential style. Hence along 
with a change of b —>• b + 1 and r' —>• r' — 1 we write it as, 
t i - l u 2p- l 
g2 = -C_rse(r,u) Y Y Y 1 e 2 i 7 r t s ' - " ( r ' + 2 6 + 1 ) l i / e 2 ^" [ r ( 6 + 1 ) - 0 ( r ' + 2 6 + 1 ) 1 
b=—u r '=l s' = l 
s'u-r'p<p(2b+l) 
x e i W £ [ r ' + 2 f r f l - 2 6 ( 6 + r ' ) ] r e t W ( 2 6 + l K r A a | i r # i t t i p ( r j 0 ) _ ( 4 3 gg) 
We again push the triple summation above by changing s' —> 2p—s' and b —>• u—b—r'. 
Then by using (C.2.4) and simplify the remaining prefactors, Q2 reads, 
2u-r' u 2p-\ 
G2 = -Mr,s,e(r,v) Y ^^e--?['-(r'-1)+(-2^)('''+2t)]-2-^2-
6=l -r ' r '=l s' = l 
p(26+r'-l)<s'u 
X e i 1 r ( 2 6 + l ) ( a ' - 5 r ' ) r - 2 i ^ ( * ' - £ ( r ' + 2 6 ) ) A s # ) r , j U ) p ( r ) 0 ) _ ( 4 2 6 6 ) 
As it can be seen, now the summand in formula above is exactly minus the one in 
(4.2.64). Therefore one should try to modify the indices for any possible unification. 
Here adding Q2 and E\%2, we see that the triple sums combine as, 
2 p - l u 2u-r' 2u p-1 
- £ £ £ + £ £ £ = 
s' = l r ' = l b=l-r' r' = 1 6 £ Z s ' = l 
p(2b+r'-l)<s'u 26+r'>2 
p(2b+r'-l)<s'u 
p-1 u 2p—1 u p-1 u p-1 2u 
= -EE E - E E E + EEE +E E E ( ^ ) 
s'=lr' = l 6>l -r ' s'=p+lr' = l 6> l -r ' s'=lr'=l 66Z s'=lr'=u+l 6GZ 
p(26+r' - l )<«'u p(26+r'-l)<s'u 26+r'>2 26+r'>2 
( ! ) M / ) p(26+r'-l)<s'u p(26+r'-l)<s'u 
(2) (2') 
where in term (1) above we dropped the upper limit s' = p using A P i r / ) U i P = o from 
(C.2.3). For both terms (1) and (1') also, we have reformed the limits of index b 
since it never exceeds 2u — r'. Therefore an essential replacement of summation 
indices in (1') as s' —> s' + p, r' —> r' — u, b —> b + u (by which, summands are 
quite noticeably preserved 2 ) and recalling (C.2.5), we see that the terms 1' and 2' 
2 We earlier realised this preservation, while using the Maple software to check some identities. 
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combine as, 
p-1 2u 
(i') + (2') = - E E E (4-2-68) 
s'=l r'=u+\6>l-r' 
26<l-r' 
With (1) + (2), a similar triple sum appears straightforwardly, and therefore (after 
additionally changing the summation indices as b —>• b — r ') we write, 
u 2u p—1 
£ 2 = g 2 + A ^ 2 = - A^ r , i | f l ( r , u) Y , E E6""1 H r ' - i ) + ( - 2 0 + r ) ( r ' + 2 6 ) ] - 2 ^ T 
6=1 r'=26-l s' = l 
x e <T (26+l ) ( S ' - f r ' ) r -2 i^ ( S ' -S ( r '+26) ) A i , i p | j U i p ( r ) 0 ) ( 4 3 g g ) 
We have now finished Step 2 of our calculation. However it is worthwhile to note 
the T-transform of ipr,s,u,p(T,v) using (3.3.1) (the even case) which happens very 
trivially as, 
Vr,s,u,pAT + !» U ) = Vr,s,u,p;e{T> V ) i (4.2.70) 
makes the T-transformation of N = 2 characters a straightforward computation. We 
hence in the next subsection, concentrate only on S'-transform of N = 2 characters. 
4.2.2 S transform of N = 2 characters 
We are now in a position to obtain the S'-transform of the Ramond N = 2 admissible 
characters. Using (4.1.7), we may express the S-transform of uJr,s,u,p;e{T, v) as, 
wr,s,u,p;0( T > T ) — 
= e ^ l - i - ^ r - x - m ^ i ^ H s - ^ m c-fc M ^ i l V w H , (4.2.71) 
Recalling (2.2.19), (2.2.24), (4.2.24) and 
tfi,o(r, k+ " - $ ) = -zq*#ifi(T, \ + v + \), (4.2.72) 
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we arrive at, 
?73(T) 
(4.2.73) 
Note that the right-hand side of the above expression only contains N = 2 characters 
within the term proportional to C\, since the latter is the only one proportional to 
functions cp (see (4.2.22)). Al l other terms are 'corrective terms' to the 'leading term' 
in the N = 2 characters, and we treat them schematically here. We concentrate on 
C\ in what follows. Noting that, 
u „ + I ) = e f e i T ( . - l - f [ r ' - 2 6 ] ) z S - l - J ( r ' - 2 6 ) + i § - ( 6 ' - I ) [ S - l + £ [ 6 - I - r ' ] 
r',s,u,p;6-2 ' 2 
, ! M ^ + i ± i ) ( T i „ + J ) | ( 4 . 2 7 4 ) 
773(r) »-',s,ii,p;6-2 v 2 / 
we therefore present our final S transformation of non-unitary N = 2 characters as, 
u 
u—l u 
„ i . ( - i , ? ) = - i e f < ' - ? ) c , - " ) z i ( ' - ? ) 
r'=l 6=1 ^ 
r 
x ^ ' ° ( r ' l ~ 7 + ^ [C2 + Cc + Cs + A-Hn + A t t „ ] . (4.2.75) 
In which all the corrective terms are respectively given by, (4.2.69), (4.2.23), (4.2.18), 
(4.2.59) and (4.2.60). 
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4.3 The very special case of unitary N = 2 super-
conformal characters 
Minimal unitary N = 2 characters are given by (4.1.4) when p = 1. Although the 
parameter s can in principle take the values 0 and 1, one checks that, 
W(r,l,u,l;0)(q, Z) = -W(r,O,u,li*)(0> z) (4.3.1) 
and we will always set s = 1 in the unitary N = 2 characters we discuss. Setting 
p = s = 1 in (4.2.75), and defining u!r,u;e(q, z) = av,i,u,i;0(9> z ) , one can show that all 
the corrective terms vanish (it is clear when using (C.2.3)) and we are left with the 
well-known transformation law [32], 
tt—1 u 
X ^ c - K + l ) c - ( 2 . - r - l ) ( 2 . - r ' - l , ^ ^ _ l ( r > I / + ( 4 3 2 ) 
r' = W = l 
In the case of unitary minimal characters however, the rewriting in terms of 
Appell functions is not crucial for the derivation of S modular transformations. 
This is due to the fact that, for unitary N = 2 characters, the functions (4.1.12) 
drastically simplify and yield an infinite product involving ratios of theta functions. 
By exploiting this property, we provide a derivation of S transforms which can be 
used as a consistency check of our formalism in the special case p = 1. One has, 
<p(r,ui0)(q,z) =K{2)(q«,qri,-z-1q-i+9) - K{2){q\q-i,-z^q-^6), (4.3.3) 
which actually is an infinite product: consider (2.4.24) for p = 1, namely 
K(2){q,x,y) ~ K(2)(q,x L,y) = - ' — 4.3.4 
Now change q -> qu, x q% and y -> - z ^ q ' ^ 6 in (4.3.4) to obtain (4.3.3) and 
hence the unitary N = 2 characters, as infinite products involving ratios of theta 
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functions. We obtain 3 . 
(a r\ n ^ n - ^ - r ) ^ — — ^ ( l , 0 ) ( g ^ ) #(1,1) (<?", < f ) 
(4.3.5) 
where we have used ^(i,i)(9, —2) = $(1,0) (?> 2 ) . The above product formula has been 
known for two decades [38], but its derivation did not involve the Appell functions 
at level 2 we have introduced in an effort to illustrate the general formula (4.1.12) 
in a simple case. We spend the rest of this section re-deriving the S modular trans-
formation of unitary N — 2 characters, taking ful l advantage of the simplification 
just described. We emphasise once more that the approach followed below 
cannot be generalised easily to higher values of p, as the non-unitary N = 2 
characters are not expressible as infinite products. Define the function, 
so that the unitary N = 2 characters appearing in (4.3.5) are represented as, 
<Or,uAT,") = - ^ ^ ^ ^ + ^ ^ ^ F ( V - 9 r , u + (r-0)r1iir) . (4.3.7) 
w) 
So evaluating the 5 transform of these characters involves the following reformula-
tion of (C.1.7), 
F ( ^ e y+e-r z « ) = l e - f + M f - ^ + ^ - ^ 1 f _ X + I u+e-r_r_ , 1 n 
(4.3.8) 
and (2.2.19), (2.2.24). Using this we obtain, 
x + ^ n*? - £ + I - lu + ID- (4-3-9) 
This formula should be manipulated to be looking schematically like (2.2.28) and 
(2.2.29). To do that, we first introduce the following period-increasing formula for 
l-u 
the presence of a factor 5 8 is correlated to the definition we adopted for theta functions in 
(2.2.9)-(2.2.12) 
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the function F, proved in appendix (C. l ) , 
u - l 
F{a, P,i)=Y e2™bQ-2ma0+i7T{a+V+2i*aJ?F(ua + ra + ± ± 2 , «/3 - rb + ^ , U T ) . 
a,b=0 
(4.3.10) 
Using the above, the F function in the right-hand side of (4.3.9) becomes, 




1 1 1 1 
F{v + r(a - - ) + - + 9 + u, v - r(6 + x) + - + 6 + u - r, ur) = 
= F{y + r ( a - I) + I , „ - T(fc + I) + I , U T ) . (4.3.12) 
We now have a double sum on period increased F functions. Rewriting these in 
terms of N = 2 characters using (4.3.7), and after some simplifications we obtain, 
Vr) = - i ^ ^ - ^ ^ ^ - ^ ^ - ^ X 
X £ £ ^ ( M - a 9 + a r ^ ^ ^ - a - M ; - a ( r , 1/ + ± - | ) . (4.3.13) 
a=0 6=0 
We wish to make two remarks. Firstly it can be seen that the Ramond unitary 
minimal TV = 2 characters after 5 transformation have become "super-NS" charac-
ters as we expected, but secondly, the first label of N = 2 characters in the linear 
combination in the r.h.s. is not in the fundamental range. In order to address this 
problem, we first show that the r.h.s of (4.3.11) may be written Yla~b=o Ma> with, 
h(a + u,b) = h(a, b + u) = h(a, b) , (4.3.14) 
and 
h(a,u-a) = h(0,0) = 0 (4.3.15) 
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We then write, 
u—1 it—1 u—1 u—a— 1 «—1 u—1 
£ $ > M ) = E E MM) + £ E *M) 
a=0 6=0 a=0 6=0 a=0 6=ti-a 
u— 1 u—1 u— 1 a—1 
E E ^ f e ~ °) + E E / i( a>& + u ~a) 
a=0 6=a a=0 6=0 
u—1 a—1 a—1 
= £ £ / i ( a , 6 - a ) - £ £ / i ( a , 6 - o ) - | - £ £ / i ( a , 6 + u - o ) . 
a=0 6=a a=0 6=0 
u—1 u—1 u—1 a—1 ii—l a—1 
a=0 6=0 a=0 6=0 a=0 6=0 
In the last line the second and the third sums cancel each other by using (4.3.14) 
and we are left with the first sum which by changing a —» u — a and b —>• u — b turns 
out to be, 
u u u u u u—\ 
£ £ ^ « - « > - & + a ) = £ £ M - a , a - & ) = £ £ / * ( - « , « - & ) > (4-3.16) 
a=l 6=1 a=l 6=1 a=l 6=1 
in which we have used (4.3.15). By using the property above, with a —>• b' and 
b —>• r', (4.3.9) changes to, 
2 2 " _ 1 " 
/ - l M _ I J n ( i L ^ + u ) ( l - - ) \ ^ \ ^ l^(2e-r+4eb'-2r'e-2rb'+r'-2b'-2), , <V,,_i_M 
W r ) U ; t f ( —,7) - ~ - e v - U 2 ^ 2 ^ e ^ r ' , U ; 6 ' + i ( r ^ + 2 ) ' 
r' = l 6' = 1 
(4.3.17) 
where we have used (4.1.9). We change 6' -> 6' — 1 and recall that u> r , ) U ; 6 i_i + u ( r , 1/ + 
| ) = w r , ) U ; 6 i_i (T , f + | ) , and we finally get (4.3.2). We therefore have performed a 
valuable consistency check on our general formula (4.2.75). 
Chapter 5 
Modular transforming the s£(2|l) 
characters via Appell functions 
5.1 Introduction and basic definitions 
We now apply the 'Appel l funct ion method' to the derivation of the modular trans-
formations of admissible s£ (2 | l ) characters. The corresponding representations have 
been the object of much study in the recent past as the affine Lie superalgebra s£(2\l) 
at fractional level 
P 
k = 1, p and u coprime, (5.1.1) 
u 
appears to be relevant to a particular description of N = 2 non-critical strings, 
which are the prototype of iV = 2 supergravity in two dimensions [24,35,40-43]. 
The infinite-dimensional algebra s£ (2 | l ) is induced by the superalgebra s / (2 / l ) 
which possesses four 'bosonic' or 'even' generators J ± , J3,U and four 'fermionic' or 
'odd' generators j±,j±''- To see this, one promotes the eight generators to being 
functions of a complex variable z: J * ( 2 ) , J3(z) and U(z) generating the even affine 
subalgebra sl(2) x u ( l ) , and the remaining currents being j ± ( z ) , j ± ' ( z ) . One then 
assumes that the eight currents satisfy periodic boundary conditions of the type, 
J{e2i"z) = J ( z ) (5.1.2) 
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so that their Laurent expansion is given by, 
J ( z ) = Y J J n Z - n - 1 - (5.1.3) 
The non vanishing (anti)commutation relations between Laurent modes are, 
2«^m+n + km5m+nfl, [J^, J^} 
[Jm>Jn] 
[Jmi Jn ] 
[Vm> 3 n ] 
[Jrni Jul 
lJ mi J n J + 
Dm) ]+ = ^m+n + J m+n + m ^ m + n , 0 
[ j m » ] -i_ Jm+ni [ i mi i n ] 
- K / m+n' 





± 7 ± 
-"-"m+ni 
i ./ m+n' 





and the zero-modes (anti)-commutators close among themselves to yield the com-
mutation relations of si (2/1) , whose Cartan subalgebra is generated by Jq and Uq. 
The following quadratic expression in the currents 
T(z) = — [ J 3 J 3 -UU + J + J - + j + ' r ' - (z), (5.1.5) 
is the energy-momentum tensor of the theory and its Laurent modes generate a V i -
rasoro algebra w i t h zero central charge. This very particular value of central charge 
is related to the fact that s£ (2 | l ) has an equal number of even and odd generators. I t 
is common in many physical applications to consider the semi-direct product of the 
affine superalgebra and the Virasoro algebra emerging f rom the energy-momentum 
tensor construction. The zero-mode of (5.1.5), L0, spans the Cartan subalgebra 
together w i t h Jy,Uo,k where the central element k has eigenvalue k (the level ap-
pearing in (5.1.4)). 
A n s£(2\l) highest weight |0 ) at level k is characterised by its isospin / t_, hyper-
charge h+ and conformal weight A . We write \Q) = \h_,h+,k) w i th 
U0\h-,h+,k) = h+\h_,h+,k), J$\h_,h+,k) = h-\h-,h+,k) (5.1.6) 
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and 
L0\h-,h+, k) = Ah_th+tk\h-, h+, k), (5.1.7) 
where the conformal weight Ah_th+,k can be read off the expression (5.1.5) for the 
energy-momentum tensor. I t is given by, 
h2 - h2 
A f c _ , f t + l f c = - f ^ - (5-1.8) 
The annihilation conditions for the highest weight state are, [37] 
j'i\h.,h+,k) = 0, tf\h-,h+,k) = 0, J{\h_,h+,k) = 0. (5.1.9) 
A Verma module w i t h highest weight state \h-,h+,k) is the set of all states 
obtained by the application of negative mode generators on that highest weight 
state, taking the relations (5.1.4) into account. The corresponding characters are 
formally given by a trace over the Verma module Vh_,h+,k, 
xl_M,k(q,x,y)=TrVh^k(qL°xj3°yu°), (5.1.10) 
where q, x and y are three complex variables, q = e 2 l 7 r T , x = e 2 m u and y = e2 t 7 r A 1, 
w i th r , u, n G C and Im(r) > 0 for convergence purposes. Explici t ly, one has [3], 
I f h- and h+ satisfy certain conditions 1 , the application of negative mode gen-
erators on the highest weight state \h_,h+,k) w i l l produce states of zero norm 
annihilated by j0+,jo and J f : these are called singular vectors. Irreducible repre-
sentations are obtained by removing f rom the in i t ia l Verma module the states of zero 
norm and their descendants. This procedure is not at al l t r i v i a l and was carried out 
in [40]. The corresponding irreducible characters were first given in [24] and later 
rewritten in the fo rm we use here by A. Semikhatov and A . Taormina. We consider 
the s£(2 | l ) algebra at level k = ^ — I and the class of representations w i t h 
r — 1 s — 1 p , 
h- = — — - , l~P<r<p, l<s<u, (5.1.12) 
1see [26] for a discussion 
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and 
h--h+ = - . (5.1.13) 
u 
The character formula (5.1.11) acquires a 'corrective' factor tp(r,s,u,p)(q, x, y) which 
takes into account the modding out by submodules w i t h a singular vector as highest 
weight state. Explici t ly, the s£ (2 | l ) admissible characters are given by, 
X(r,s,u,p){Q,X,y) = X 2 2 uy 2 2 uQ 
x * o , , ( » . x ) r w i - * ) » *'-•*><*•*•»>• ( 5 - L 1 4 ) 
w i t h , 
f V m a ( r - 1 ) ( 9 , * g C - i K r - D ^ i - r Q * } ( 5 ! 1 5 ) 
m e Z 1 + X~2y~2qmu'l l + X2y-lqmu-s 
The integer-twisted characters are labelled by integers r, s, 0 such that 
l - p < r < p , l<s<u, 6eZ. (5.1.16) 
They are given by, 
X(r,s,u,p;e){q, x, y) = y~kt] q~kB''X(r,s,u,p)(q, x, yq2B). (5.1.17) 
As for admissible N = 2 characters, the diff icul ty in deriving the modular prop-
erties of the above characters lies in the non-quasiperiodicity of the spectral flow pa-
rameter 6 in the general case where p ^ 1 in (5.1.1). Also, to obtain Neveu-Schwarz 
characters f rom Ramond characters (see Chapter 4 for a detailed discussion of this 
point) , one must allow for spectral flow parameters of the form 6 ± | , 0 € Z . We 
have, 
X{r,s,u,p;9±^(q^,y) = y ' ^ k ' * ^ 2 X ( m P ) ( q , x, y q 2 9 ± l ) 
= y**q~*X{r,s,uJr,o)(q,x,yq±1). (5.1.18) 
We are now ready to discuss the behaviour of the admissible characters (5.1.17) 
under the modular group. 
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5.2 Transformations of non-unitary s^(2|l) charac-
ters 
We start by rewri t ing ipr,s,u,P]e(q,x,y) = 4>(r,s,u,p){q,x,yq2e) in a way that w i l l make 
the 5-transform of the f u l l si(2\l) characters easier to derive. Using (5.1.15), we get 
E n
-mp(s-l)+mu+l+8„mp„^„ \ mp(s-l)+mu+s+9~-mp~,-^ .\ 
qm2up+mu(r-l) ^1 X X 2 V 2 ^ - l l f r - Q ^ l - r Q X X 2 V 2 \ 
m G Z 1 + x ^ y ^ q m u + 1 + e 1 + x~*y2qmu+s+B 
(5.2.1) 
Now we re-express ip(r,s,u,p-e)(q, x, y) m terms of ip(iiS,u,P;6)(q,x,y) at the cost of in -
troducing the funct ion 
r - l 




= (-x-12y-^q-t>-1)r-1 (ip(i,s,u,p;e)(q, x, y) + Tr,s>u,p.g{q, x, y ) ) . (5.2.3) 
To prove the very helpful reduction (5.2.3), we recall the definition of the A function 
given in (C.2.1) and wri te the T function as, 
r - l 
r m , e ( q , x , y ) = £ [(~xWq™)*0(q**,x*<r-«'-») 
a=0 
- {-x-Sy*qa+e)a6(q2up,xpq-au-rt'-Vj] , 
or again, using (2.2.11), 
r - l 
W 9 , x, y) = ^ ? - 2 « ™ ( - i ) a ; - p [ ^ ( _ i ) ^ l 2 / f ^ ( - + ^ ) ) 
a=0 
r - l 
- Y ^ { - l ) a x ~ % y & 2 q a { ' m u + s + e ) ) ] • (5-2.4) 
mel a 0 
a=0 
Now by taking A = —x?yzqmu+l+e and using the lemma (2.4.14) one obtains, 
r - l 
E ^ i - M w - n i ( 5 2 5 ) 
a=0 + xzy? q
mu+i+® 
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and taking B = x *ytq m u + s + e similarly gives, 
r - l 
V i . , 1 - ' ^ ^ , (5.2.6) 
a = 0 ± + x~*y1iq-Tnu+s+e 
Therefore inserting (5.2.5) and (5.2.6) in (5.2.4) gives, 
I _ e " r r a ; § y § g r ( m u + 1 + f l ) 
2 _ g i 7 r r a ; - | ^ | ^ r ( - m u + s + e ) 1 ^inr^.— £„,£„»•(—mu+s+9
] . (5.2.7) 
1 4- x~2y2q~mu+s+0 
Now we write i)\,s,u,P;o{<l,x,y) by put t ing r = 1 i n (5.2.1) as, 
- X V l \ ] • (5.2.8) 
1 + x~*y*q-mu+s+e 
Adding together formulas (5.2.7) and (5.2.8) and mul t ip ly ing the sum by the 
factor ( — x ~ ^ y ~ ^ q ~ ° ~ 1 y ~ 1 , we easily obtain (5.2.1) and we therefore have proved 
(5.2.3). In view of the formula (5.1.14), the most non t r iv ia l part of non-unitary 
s£(211) characters to S'-transform is tpr,s,u,p;6- Thanks to (5.2.3), i t amounts to S-
transform TrtSiUtP.i0 and ^( i , s , u , p ; e) . 
Step 1: S'-transform of r r > S j t t ) P ; f l 
Using (C.2.2) we write, 
c -2i7r(t /+a-l)a^^-2pu^ pu | p(a- l ) | guy (5.2 9) 
The only difference between the two theta functions in the formula above is the 
change of sign of ^ i n the second argument. This gives us the abil i ty to compute 
the S'-transform of both theta functions using (2.2.20), i.e. 
q/-2pu pv_ , p ( s - l ) i au\ _ 9/ 1 (pv+p(s-l)±au)/2pu\ 
"V T ) T "I" T T ' < / W / 2 p u ' r/2pu / 
. (pv+p(s—l)±au)2 
2nii V O D U ' 2 D U / pu v 2pu' 2pu 
2pu" ' c 1 7 v 2pu' 2u - 1- 2p 
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We may therefore rewrite (5.2.9) as, 
A (=± I ) — / = i l e 2 ^ ( P J ( " + * - l ) a + « 2 « a ) e - i ? a ( « ' + a - l ) x 
a,s,u,p\ r j v ) A/ 2pu 
To re-express the right-hand side of (5.2.10) in terms of A 2 , we use (D.1.3) to wri te 
the first theta funct ion above as, 
2p u 
n , _ ^ y+s-l a s 2 i 7 r ( ^ f i - ^ ) [ u ( r ' - l ) - p ( S ' - l ) ] + i 7 r ^ r [ U ( r ' - l ) - p ( S ' - l ) ] 2 
V 2pu' 2u 2p' 7 j 7 j 
r' = l s'=l 
x d(2pv,T,pv + u(r' - l ) r - p{s' - l ) r ) . (5.2.11) 
and the second one as, 
2p u 
^(_2_ 5 "+'-1 + f") = ^ ^ e 2 w ( ! ^ + ^ ) [ - u ( r ' - l ) - p ( « ' - l ) ] + « » r ^ [ - « ( r ' - l ) - p ( S ' - l ) ] a 
r' = l s'=l 
x -d(2puT,pu - u(r' - l ) r - - l ) r ) . (5.2.12) 
Thus the subtraction of (5.2.12) f rom (5.2.11) readily gives, 
L V2pu' 2u 2p/ w V2pu' 2« ~ r 2p/J 
r'=l s' = l 
2p u 
= Y l Y f ^ ' ~ l j S' ~ 1)Ar'-lS,»AT> U ) 
r' = l s'=l 
2p- l u 
= Y Y f ( r ' ' S' ~ ^ V ^ P ^ " ) 
r'=0 s'=l 
2p u 
= Y Y ttr>> S > - ^ r V . u . p f c ^ ) , (5.2.13) 
r' = l s' = l 
where the (C.2.3) has been used. Inserting the above in (5.2.10), we finally end up 
2 Our philosophy throughout our thesis is to re-express the S-transforms in terms of A-type 
functions as the violating terms of unitary cases, rather than single d functions 
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wi th , 
x f ^ i h e 2 ™ ^ - ^ ' - ^ ' - 1 ^ ^ . (5.2.14) 
r'=l s'=l 
Using this outcome, the 5-transform of the V funct ion in (5.2.2) is given by, 
i w - i , ? , ? ) = v / 5 E i : E ^ , 1 + ' + f - ( ' ' + , ) " 
a=0 r'=l s'=l 
x e « g ( ^ - S ) » ^ ( ^ - f ) [ r ' - ^ ^ - l ) ] ^ i r § [ r ' - f ( . ' - l ) ] ^ j y i B i p ( T > | / ) _ (5 3 1 5 ) 
Step 2: S- transform of ipitStUtP.g(q,x,y) 
We rewrite ift\tS,u,p;8{q,x,y) i n terms of Appel l functions (2.3.5) as, 
- / C 2 p ( w r , | - ^ r , | - f - r ^ ) . (5.2.16) 
Hence using the key formula (3.4.21) and in very close analogy wi th al l the calcula-




Q=L e ^ P i ^ - 2 i 7 r ^ ( 0 + S ) ( e + l ) + i 7 r ^ ( S - l V + i 7 r £ ( ^ - l ) ( 2 e + S + l ) + i 7 r £ ( M - | ) 
x - ^ T ~ ^ + ' + 1 ) ~ ^ ( ; - ^ T - " + Z + ' + 1 ) 1 » (5-2-18) 
2pu 
2p- l 
X J 7 r ^ + i 7 r a ( r - / i + 2 e + s + l ) ^ / T r-At+26+s+l , 
/ ^ V 2pu' 2u 2p> 
x ft?(^, + f ) - tf(;r-, ^ d F i - f ) 
v 2pu' 2u 2p> ^ 2pu' 2u 2p / 
a=0 
(5.2.19) 
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Again to relate the right hand side of (5.2.18) to the non-unitary characters we 
must increase the periods, and i t can not be done wi thout the help of the remark-
able result in (2.4.21). As we already know, this result does not only provide the 
possibility of having a proper leading term for the 5-transformed s£(2\l) characters, 
but i t also yields an interpretation in terms of some useful A functions. Setting 
q —» q*, s —> s' and taking x = e~~2m"+2u~l and y — e 2 l 7 f T " + 2 * + " + 1 in (2.4.21) and 
using (2.4.6), we f ind , after tedious manipulations, 
~u—1 u 
e -!7r£(s-l)(s'-l)+i7r2(20+s+l)(26+s')-2i7r£(,2T 
E E ' 
L6=0 s' = l 
" " , (5.2.20) 
where 
u—1 2p—1 u 
e - i 7 r £ ( s - l ) ( s ' - l ) + i 7 r £ ( 2 0 + s + l ) ( 2 6 + s ' ) - 2 i 7 r n 2 T 
Q ' = E E E 
b=-u r' = l s' = l 
ur'-ps' <p(26+l) 
and where we have isolated the overall factor, 
MSte{r,u,fi) = z e ^ p 4 ^ i - 2 O T ^ ( ^ ) ( « + 1 ) + ^ ^ ( 5 - 1 ) ^ ^ ( 2 ^ + i ) / ' + ^ ^ . (5.2.22) 
I t serves our purpose to rewrite Q' by changing r' —>• 2p — r' and b —> u — b — s' 
as well as using the shift-reflecting identi ty i n (C.2.4) for n = 1. We get, 
2 p - l u 2u-s' 
i 7 r £ ( s - l ) ( s ' - l ) - i j r £ ( 2 0 + s + l ) ( 2 6 + s ' ) - 2 t 7 r £ 6 2 T 
e ' = - E E E 
r '=l s' = l b=l-s' 
p(26+s'-l)<ur' 
Now having obtained the leading term in (5.2.20) and the associated corrective 
term Q' in (5.2.23), we need to deal w i t h the 71 term appearing in (5.2.17). In order 
to proceed, we use (C.3.6), in which in accordance w i t h (5.2.19) we change, 
r' o s' 
7 -> \{T- // + 20 + S + 1) 
V -> - ^ ^ f 1 1 , (5.2.24) 
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and wri te , 
H = {Hi - Tit) + ( n 2 - ^ 2 ) . (5.2.25) 
in which we define again, 
u 
2p u 
x ^ 2 ^ e » ' r ( , ' + * - 1 ) ( ( r ' - 1 ) - 5 ( s ' + 2 n - 1 ) ) + i ' r 2 f i : ( , 1 ( r ' - 1 ) - p ( * ' + 2 n - i ) ) 2 
r'=l s'=l n6Z 
l<s'+2n<2u 
x $(2pur,p(T -H + 20 + S + 1)- u(r' - l ) r - p(s' - l ) r ) 
x d(2puT, pu + u(r' — l ) r 4- p(s' + 2n - l ) r ) , 
(5.2.26) 
and, 
H~ = _ i e ^ ^ 7 [ ( 1 / + S - l ) 2 - ( r - M + 2 0 + S + l ) 2 ] 
2 M 
u-1 p-1 
^ ^ ^ e i7r( 1 /+s- l ) (r ' -£(6 '+2n))+i7r(T-M+29+ S +l) (r ' -2s ' ) 
s' = l r ' = l Ji€Z 
l-2u<s'+2n<0 
ur'-ps'yQ 
x e - 2 < T n T ( r ' - 5 ( 2 p u r , pi / + ur'r - p{s' + 2n)r) . (5.2.27) 
The terms 7Z\ and 72-2 are obtained by using the set of changes in (5.2.24) except 
for a difference that is r\ —> + . However before subtracting the 7Z+ terms f rom 
their negative counterparts 3 , we could s implify the $ function in (5.2.26). To do so, 
we change, 
T —> 2pUT , 
\x —> 1 — pjj, — u(r' — l ) r — p(s' — 2)T , 
in (3.4.7) and take, 
m = p(29 + s + 1) - 1 . 
This allows us to rewrite the mentioned $ function in terms of $(2pwr, 1—pfx — 
u(r' — l ) r — p(s' — 2 ) r ) , which has a term 1 in its second argument. To remove this 
3 We remind that in the last chapter the simplified $ was implemented after the subtraction of 
plus terms form their negative counterparts, while here it is inserted before that, which is basically 
the same. 
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inelegant term, we use (3.4.10) and f inal ly wri te the $ function inside of formula 
(5.2.26) as, 
$(2pur,p(29 + s + l ) - p f i - u(r' - l ) r - p ( s ' - 2 ) r ) = 
- 2 ^ b ( 2 e + S + l ) - l ] 2 - ^ b ( 2 ^ + l ) - i ] + ^ ( 2 f l + S + l ) ( p / x + « ( r ' - l ) r + p ( S ' - 2 ) T ) 




| 1 e ^b ' 2 -2p i (20+ S +l) ]+^:(pM+u(r ' - l )r + p ( , ' -2 )T) ( 5 3 2 8 ) 
Inserting the right hand side of the formula above instead of $ term in (5.2.26) 
produces two separate terms namely, TZ^ and ftj~2. Including the TZ^ term, we 
therefore have three. Now i f in a very similar way to what was done in the last 
chapter, we produce their positive counterparts and subtract them f r o m the negative 
ones, a very long and tedious but precise calculation shows that [29], 
Tl = ATZU + A f t 1 2 + A f t 2 , (5.2.29) 
where, 
2p-l u 
x ^ ^ ^ e i * 5 ( 2 9 + « + l ) ( « ' - 2 ) - i , r f ( a ' + 2 n - l ) ( » - l ) + t 1 r ^ ( r ' - f ( s ' + 2 n - l ) ) » 
r' = l s ' = l n 
l<s'+2n<2u 
x e ^ ' - ^ ' + ^ - ^ ^ p u r , Vlx - ur'r + p ( s ' - 2 ) r ) A r , , y + 2 n , U i P ( r , v). (5.2.30) 
Remarkably this contains the same factor, namely A/*Sle(r, u, p) introduced in (5.2.22) 
for leading (and its corrective) term, 
. _ i l r £ r p(20+s+l)-2 
A f t 1 2 = Tl;2 - nt2 = Ms,e(r, v, fi-=== J2 e 2pur 
i=o 
p - l 2u 
x ^ ^ e - i 7 r £ ( 2 e + S + l ) ( [ , ' ] 2 + 2 ) - 1 ^ ( 5 ' - l ) ( S - l ) + i 7 r ^ ( r ' - £ ( S ' - l ) ) 2 
r' = ls' = l 
x e - ^ ' ^ ' ^ e ^ - S y - ^ A w ^ , , , , , , ^ , » / ) ] P e ^ + ^ + * + D ) , ( 5 .2.31) 
n=l 
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and eventually, 
p - l 2u 
r' = l s'=lfc£Z 
26+s'- l>l 
p(26+s'-l)<ur' 
Here, the very important term ATZw in (5.2.30), in which the only contribution 
of the $ funct ion for the S modular transformation of s£(2 | l ) characters is observed, 
is in its final proper form and does not need to be simplified any more. Nevertheless 
we st i l l need to deal w i t h A7£ i 2 and A7£ 2 as follows. 
We clearly see that the last sum in (5.2.31), sets j equal to —p(29 + s + 1) + ua, 
a € Z , which has a remarkable effect that al l occurrences of [s ' ] 2 , can be replaced 
w i t h s', and after some simple rearrangements, we find, 
p - l 2u 
;i*a(l + * + * - ( * + l ) f ) 
a r' = ls' = l 
x e**%r^-*r^^-inr>-w-i))^^ ^ ( 5 2 3 3 ) 
which significantly its summand is minus the one in (5.2.15) we obtained in Step 1. 
To us, this fact alone, justifies all the efforts to manipulate this involved transfor-
mation so that A functions arise A N D i t shows this general appearance. However 
as we have not yet succeeded to represent these two terms properly unified (or more 
simplified), we just continue as, 
r - l 2p u l2 p - l 2u 
. i ,o( l+^ + a-(tf+l)2) A U r , M = r + A7e12 = (£ YY, - E E E ) e l 
a=l r' = ls '=l a=h r' = ls' = l 
x c * e < ^ - J > a + W ^ - J > < ' - * < * - i > > ^ „ ) , (5.2.34) 
where lx = t n t ( £ ( 2 0 + s + 1)) and l2 = int{^(29 + 5 + 1) - \ ) . 
We are now approaching to finish the Step 2 of our calculations by reminding the 
way we combined two terms Q2 in (4.2.66) and A " H 2 in (4.2.64) for N = 2 non-
unitary characters. In fact Q2 is analogous to J\fSte(r, v,fJ,)Q' and A " H 2 one for A7£ 2 . 
Thus to avoid repeating the same combination procedure, we only write the final 
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precise result as, 
Hsfiir, v,fi)Q = M3,e(r, u , Q ' + A7l2 = 
p—l u 2u 
= -AfSE(T,V,Ll)J2Y H e - i 7 r H ( S - l ) ( S ' - l ) + m H ( 2 0 + S + l ) ( , ' - 2 6 ) - 2 i 7 r £ 6 2 r 
r'=l b=ls'=2b-\ 
x ei*{2b-l)(r> + ls>)T-i*{r< + l{s>-2b))^^ ^ (b.2&) 
Therefore in accordance w i t h (5.2.3) we hereby present our derivation of the S-
transform of Vv , s , u , p ; 0( t , V, fji) by, 
' i/ ,r,s,«,p;fl( T > T , ^ ) — 
u—1 u 
x [ E E «-"*<• 
6=0 s'=l 
-l)(s'-l)+m2(20+s+l)(2b+s')-2m2b2T 
x e - ^ £ ( 2 6 + l ) S ' r - ^ " ^ ' ^ " ^ ' - ^ ^ ^ ( r ^ ^ - l - r ) 




- 2 ( s ' + 2 n - l ) ) 2 + i 7 r ( r ' - £ ( s ' + 2 n - l ) W / 0 ' , / ' - 2 ) r ) 
X A r # > 4 » + 2 n,uj>(7", f ) + Q + • (5.2.36) 
Where Q and Q are respectively given by (5.2.35) and (5.2.34). 
Furthermore we could insert il>r,s,u,p;9(~, ~, ^) f rom transformation law above, to 
(5.1.14) w i t h considering (5.1.17), to acquire the S'-transform of Xr,s,u,p;e(Q,x,y) the 
non-unitary s£(2| 1) characters, as we did for N = 2 characters in (4.2.71)-(4.2.75). 
Step 3: S'-transform of un i tary case 
In the last chapter without using the facilities of Appel l functions, we had a 
different way to achieve the S'-transform of unitary N = 2 characters. This way 
can be entirely repeated to compute the S'-transform of unitary s^(2|l) ones, to be 
compared w i t h (5.2.36) for r = p = 1 i.e. the unitary s£(2 | l ) case. Although we do 
not intend to do i t again, we s t i l l wish to show the unitary case by using (5.2.36). 
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Put t ing r = p = 1 in (5.2.36) and using (C.2.3) easily implies the cancellation of 
any term which contains the A funct ion 4 , and one is only left w i t h , 
6=0 s'=l 
x e - ^ ( 2 6 + i y T - ^ ( 2 b + , ' ) , - f C - D ^ > l i ; 6 ( r > i / , /i - 1 - r ) , (5.2.37) 
where we have defined, 
tpi,s,u,iAT> v , I 1 ) = Vw(r> v i V)- (5.2.38) 
I t only remains to say that, ipr,s,u,p;e(T, u, n) functions are also T-transformed as easy 
a s (Pr,s,u,p-,e(Ti1') functions we saw in (4.2.70). So, 
i>r,s,u,pAT + 1> ^ A*) = A,s,u,pATi v I A*) , (5.2.39) 
implies a very t r iv ia l T-transformation for s£(2 | l ) characters. 
4 This easy obtaining of unitary transformation is not just an accident. In fact this was the 
main reason to try to establish (5.2.3). 
Chapter 6 
N = 2 characters as the residue of 
s£(2|l) characters 
6.1 Introduction 
During the last two chapters, we tr ied to obtain the modular transformations of 
non-unitary N = 2 and s^(2|l) characters via higher-level Appel l functions. We 
dealt also wi th consistency checks, while reducing the non-unitary cases to unitary 
ones which could be achieved wi thout using the Appel l functions. Therefore to us, 
i t confirmed the validity of using the valuable properties of these functions, however 
in this chapter we wish to dedicate another way as, not only a reconfirmation but 
also an interesting point alone, which links s£ (2 | l ) and N = 2 characters by residue 
calculation. 
We find in [6], [24] and [45] description of some successful efforts to connect 
respectively, s£(2) characters to Virasoro ones, 6sp(2, 2) to N = 2 unitary, and 
dsp( l ,2) to N = 1 unitary, by using the residue calculation. Hereby, we would also 
like to present our residue calculation of non-unitary s£(2\l) characters by which, 
we obtain an expression including non-unitary N = 2 characters. 
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6.2 The residue of non-unitary si?(2|l) characters 
We firstly start by recalling (5.1.14) along wi th (5.1.17) to represent, 
X t m e ) ( < l ^ y ) = { y - 5 V - t f a 9 [ ( - 1 ) - ( i + 1 ) - 1 * } x 
(6.2.1) 
where k = ^ — 1 and the range of labels are given by (5.1.16). 
The two braces contain all the possible prefactors, however i t is just the first one 
which includes all ^-dependent factors. Now, we wri te ip(r,s,u,p)(q,x,yq29) in (6.2.1) 
as, 
ip(r,s,u,p)(q,x,yq29) = $(u,p)(q,x,yq2e), (6.2.2) 
where, 
x = xql~s , y = yqs+1-2™ , a = ~ . (6.2.3) 
This leads the following simplification, 
z. —pm Z.pm 
AuA^m26) = q~upQ ^ p a £ gupm2[——— - - .* , -]. 
mtz-a l + x-*y~2qmu-9 1 + x?y-?qmu-e 
(6.2.4) 
Moreover as we see in (6.2.1) the s£(2\l) character formula has simple poles in the 
variable x due to the presence of ^^^(q, x) in the denominator 1 . They occur when 
x = q11 , n £ Z/{uZ + s — 1} . Indeed when x = qau+s'1 for any integer a, the 
numerator of tp{UiP)(q, x, yq28) vanishes and therefore removes the pole. 
P r o o f : x = q a u + s - 1 x = qau so the expression (6.2.4) goes to , 
nup(m —am) nup(m +am) 
i>(up)(q,x,yq29) = q - u p a 2 x - p a V [ " r ? r 
l , P H ' m ^ _ Q l + q u { m ' a / 2 ) - e y ~ ^ \ + qu{m+al2)-6y-\ 
. , aMm-a/2)2 up(m+a/2)2 
_ q-up(a2+a2/4)~-pa r H <i 
m^z-a 1 + qu(m-al2)~9y~^ 1 + q u ( m + a l 2 ) - 9 y - \ 
xSee the production formula of (9, a;) in (2.2.9). 
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Now by shifting m -» m 4- a in the first fraction, both fractions become equal 
and the series vanishes. So all poles are of the form : x = q a u + s ~ l - i ; ox x = 
qau-i w h e r e i < j < u — 1. The corresponding residues are given by, 
nup(m—a/2)2+mp'y nup(m+a/2)2—mpi 
x Y [ r r ] - (6-2.5) 
m f ^ _ a 1 + qu{m-a/2)+1/2-ey-\ I + 9 u ( m + a / 2 ) - 7 / 2 - 0 £ - ± 
We now show how these residues are related to N = 2 superconformal characters. 
Shifting m —> m — a in the second fraction in (6.2.5) we get, 
Au,P)(q,x,yq29) = q - » P ° 2 x - P ° q - ^ 2 / * + p y " / i x 
nup(m—a/2)2+(m—a/2)pry nup(m—a/2)2 — (m—a/2)pi 
x Y [— r ~ — r l - (6-2.6) 
~ _ q 1 + qu(m-a/2)+~,/2-9y-± l + qu(m-a/2)-y/2-0y-% ' me 
Introducing x y = q ' 1 and /3 = a + a/2, gives q~upa2x-P"q-upa2 n + p i a / 2 = q-upp2~-Pp 
Then (6.2.6) becomes, 
A u A ^ v f ) = T ^ V £ —7 ^ n r - r ] -
/ez-j8 1 + q u t ~ 0 x 1 2 y 2 l + g u i ~°x^y 2 
(6.2.7) 
Remembering the series part of N = 2 superconformal characters, we write 2 , 
lP(rN,sN,u,p;9N)(qt z ) = 
E m2up-mu{sN-\) r *i r N { s N - l ) * 1 /g 2 8 ) 
y L J _|_ z-lqmu+0p/ " ^ _ j _ z-lqmu+6N-rN i ' V • • / 
We similarly write <P(rN,sN,u,p;0N)(q, z ) in equation above as, 
V(rN,sN,u,p;0N){q,z) = <P(u,p;9N)(q,XN,yN) , (6.2.9) 
where x N = q ~ T N , yN — z 2 q r N ~ 2 a N U and a N = which leads 
<P(u,p;9N)(q,XN,yN) = 
— mp mp 
q - u p a » x N p Q N q u p m 2 [ L " ^ r — 1 ] . (6.2.10) 
meZ-aN 1 + q u m x N * y N * q e » 1 + q ^ x ^ y ^ q 6 " 
2 T o avoid confusion we have put subscripts of N for labels of N — 2 characters which are being 
used for s^(2|l) theory as well. 
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Comparing the two formulas (6.2.7) and (6.2.10) we see that, 
xy = xN => q~~* = q~rN => rN = ^ = au + s — 1 — n, 
j / - * =y„* y = z 2 q ' ( n + 2 \ 
(3 = ax =>- a + a/2 = => = r + ap, 
and 6 = —9N . 
Now remembering (6.2.2) and using all the substitutions above to convert the rest 
of terms in formula (6.2.1) i.e. prefactors term by term. Hence one obtains, 
y-l<> yios _> ziieNq-(n+2)zeN^ 
_ £ f l 2 _ E f l 2 
q u -> u"^ 
[ ( r - l ) - ( a + l ) f ] f l _^ - [ S A , _ l _ ( „ + 2 + r j v ) J ] 0 w 
0(1,0) fo^M) ->• Z^(l,0)(9,-2), 
*(i.o)(9,z*y-i) -+ 9 - 7 l 2 / 2 - 3 n / 2 - 1 ^ + 2 ^ ( i > o ) ( ? ^ ) , 
as well as using the identity, 
< W 9 . * ) i « = * » = ( - i ) v n 2 / 2 - 3 n / 2 n ( 1 - ? ! ) 3 ' 
i>l 
and substituting the new amounts of "y" and "x" and finally putting everything 
together we obtain, 
res Xfr,u**){q,x,v)\*=4» = j - f W - ' ^ f M ^ ^ - V - J + ^ - D - J N - D x 
(6.2.11) 
The first four factors above construct the ^(rN,sN,u,p;9N)(q, z ) introduced in (4.1.7), 
which is an N = 2 character at central charge c = 3(1 — 2p/u) labelled by rN and 
sN. However both labels are not in their fundamental ranges yet. Thus we write 
those in terms of r, s and 6 and continue the equality (6.2.11) as, 
res X(T,s,u,P;9){q,X,y)\x=q" = 
l„ „\ (~1)"^(1,0) (g» Z ) _ - ( n + 3 ) ( E _ i ) „ £ ( n + i ) - i / K 0 1 0 N 
U(au+s-l-n,r+ap,u,p -0){q,Z)—^- ^ _ g i ) 3 Z " 9" > (6.2.12) 
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Using u){ku+r,s,u,P]0) = U(r,s-kP,u,P;0), k e Z and putting z = q^l+nl2)y\ in formula 
above we finally arrive at, 
res X(r,s,u,p;0)(q,X,y)\x=q" = 
1 l i > l V J- 1 ) 
(6.2.13) 
in which identities (4.1.4) and (2.2.14) to deal with the twist 9 have been used. 
Studying two special cases of n = 0 , - 1 will be of a great benefit in the future. 
Therefore inserting n = — 1 in description above gives, 
/ m / / U v 0 ( i , o ) ( g , ( g y ) * ) i _ * 
res X(r,s,u,p;9){q,X,y)\x=q-l = - W ( , , W , - B ) { Q , {Qy)2) yr _ ^ 3 V "9 »• 
(6.2.14) 
And for n = 0 the residue formula in (6.2.13) becomes, 
I M /• I N ^(1,0) (9.1/^) ! ( ! - £ ) , „ „ 1 _x 
reS X(r,s,u,p;9){q,X,y)\x=q°=l = ^ ( a - l , r , M | p ; - f l - l ) ( g , ?/2) ^ , ^g^2' (6.2.15) 
• Now to perform a consistency check for all the calculations done via higher-level 
Appell functions, we believe one could use the general description (6.2.13) to link 
the S-transform of admissible s£(2|l) characters, with N = 2 ones, obtained in 
chapters 5 and 4. However i t still well worth to use one of the special cases above, 
e.g. (6.2.15) to deal with that. In order to use (6.2.15) one should consider the 
following prescription, happens after operating the residue calculation for s^(2|l) 
characters (for x = q° = 1), 
s£(2\l) r e - ^ T AT = 2 
v — • 0 
r —> s 
s —> r + 1 
H —> 2u 
9 ^ -9-1 (6.2.16) 
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Therefore the prescription above could be used to simply translate a s£(2|l) expres-
sion to its N = 2 equivalent. For example using this translation for interpretation 
of i>r,s,u,p;e(T, v, £*) in terms of /Cp's which reads, 
_ g 2 i 7 r ( s - l ) ( r - l ) r - 2 i 7 r ( r - l ) i / 
x )C2p(UT, | - Hfczi i r - I - f + [HlgH - * ± I + 9]r) , (6.2.17) 
immediately gives (4.1.12), which is written in terms of Appell functions as well. 
Therefore it is not unreasonable to expect that one could use the prescription 
(6.2.16) to go from (5.2.36) to the 5 transformation of (pr,s,u,p(T,l/) we obtained 
for N = 2 characters3. The prescription (6.2.16) can be used to obtain the S-
transform u r ^ U t P . g ( - ^ , ^ ) from the 5-transform Xr,s,u,PA~T> r ' r ) a n d o n e s n o u l d 
not also forget to impose the extra factor $(1>0)(<7, y^)y^l~* V I I i > i ( l ~~ <1%Y appear-
ing in (6.2.15). The derivation has been carried out. I t is tedious but conceptually 
straightforward, and we do not reproduce the details here. 
3 W e must put s — 1 for (p (for leading terms and corrective terms separately), since our S-
transform derivations for tp have been done for r = 1. 
Chapter 7 
Conclusions 
Higher-level Appell functions have proven to be an extremely useful mathematical 
tool in our work. They are born from a generalisation of the complex function 
of three variables introduced by M.P. Appell about 150 years ago in the context 
of the study of elliptic functions of the third kind. This generalisation has been 
suggested by the problem we wanted to solve initially, namely the derivation of 
the modular transformations of characters of infinite-dimensional algebras, and in 
particular the TV = 2 superconformal algebra and the affine superalgebra s£(2|l), 
when the associated representations are admissible. In the two cases we treated, the 
mathematical manifestation of 'strict' admissibility is the fact that the parameter 
p is different from 1 in the central charge c = 3(1 — ^ ) (TV = 2) and the level 
k = ^ — 1 (s£(2|l)), with p and u coprime. By 'strict' we mean that we exclude 
the TV = 2 representations which are minimal and unitary on the one hand, and 
the s^(2|l) representations with level fc = ^ - 1 on the other. Although non-
integrable, the characters of the latter have S modular transformations which yield 
linear combinations involving the initial finite number of characters [24,25,43]. The 
complication of strict admissibility is that the characters are not quasiperiodic in 
one of the parameters called 'spectral flow'. When shifted by u in a given character, 
this parameter 6 does lead to a function which can be split into the initial character 
modulo a 'corrective' term involving A-functions (4.1.11). The corrective terms in 
non-quasiperiodic behaviours are a signal that the notion of invariance under S can 
only make sense if one considers the character under investigation together with 
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a number (depending on p) of A functions (C.2.1), which seem to be associated 
with the characters of a related algebraic structure, although we have no proof 
of this at the moment. A remarkable feature, and certainly not a coincidence, is 
that these A functions appear both in non-quasiperiodicity formulas and S modular 
transformation statements, as the "violating" terms of quasiperiodic formulas or 
unitary ^-transformations. 
In dealing with 5-transform of characters, the non-trivial part is (4.1.6) and 
(5.1.15). Semikhatov and Tipunin manufactured the higher-level Appell functions 
(1.19) which allow to rewrite these non-trivial factors of characters as differences 
of Appell functions (4.1.12) and (5.2.16). So in the strictly admissible case, Appell 
functions play the role the $ functions play when the characters are periodic in the 
spectral flow. 
Our thesis makes clear the structure behind the ^-transform of the higher-level 
Appell functions (1.21). As already explained in the introduction, the key is not to 
consider the level p Appell function on its own, but to build a (p + l)-dimensional 
vector Kp(r, v, p) where the extra p components are the functions °d(jpT,pv+nT), n = 
0, ..,p — 1. Although the Appell function JCp(T, V, p) is not mapped into itself under 
S, the vector Kp(r, v, p) enjoys the invariance property (1.35). One expects a similar 
structure for the characters. However, these being written as differences of Appell 
functions, the corrective terms should be differences of -d functions. The difficulty 
is to identify whether these differences are always of the same structure. This is the 
reason why we introduced the A functions, and have made all efforts to re-express 
the corrective terms exclusively in terms of those and the <E> function already present 
in the S-transform of Kp. We have succeeded in that goal, but several highly non-
trivial identities and manipulations are involved, and we suppose that the most 
satisfactory structure of the corrective terms has not been reached yet (e.g. formula 
(5.2.34)). However we are trying to present the best of appearances of all the 
corrective terms in the future publication. Al l relevant identities involving higher-
level Appell functions have been classified in Chapter 2, while the implementation 
of those to obtain the crucial relations of modular transformations of higher-level 
Appell functions has been done in Chapter 3. The very important function called 
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$(r , fi) arises while dealing with the S transformation of Appell functions, and we 
have had a thorough study of it at the end of that chapter. In Chapters 4 and 5, 
we came back to the original problem i.e. calculating the S modular transformation 
of non-unitary N = 2 and s£(2|l) characters. Our first goal was to reproduce an 
essential 'leading term' as outcome of these calculations —which we achieved—with 
as few corrective terms as possible, all in terms of A functions. We were helped in 
that by several mathematical tricks we collect in appendices. 
We were able to carry on one consistency check on our formula (4.2.75), namely 
we re-calculated with separate techniques (without using the higher-level Appell 
functions) the well-known S'-transform of unitary minimal N = 2 characters, and 
compared successfully the result obtained with the formula (4.2.75) when p = 1. We 
also paved the way to another consistency check by obtaining the admissible N = 2 
characters as residues of admissible s£(2| 1) characters. Consistency requires that 
the general ^-transform formula for s£(211) characters should yield, when residues 
are taken, the formula (4.2.75). 
The current work is in preparation to be published. The techniques developed 
and tested in our thesis should be applicable in a wide range of admissible cases. 
An outstanding one is the behaviour of N = 4 superconformal characters first con-
structed by [44]. 
Appendix A 
A . l Periodicity properties of JCP 
9 To show the quasi-periodicity of higher-level Appell functions in their second 
argument, (2.4.7), we simply start to write, 
and change m —> m — n to obtain 
Q mp mnp 
!Cip)(q,xq«,y) = Y i q i _ x y q l + n , (A.1.1) 
^-^ q 2 P x(m-n)pg(m-n)np 
)C(p)(q,xqn,y) = ^ — 
1 - xyqr 
2 
V 2 - mnp+n2p2rr(m—n)p nmnpn—n2p 1 x H H 
m c 7
 1 ~ xyQm 
= q-npx-n>lC(p)(q,x,y), 
which is the right-hand side of (2.4.7). 
• Now we try to prove (2.4.9) for the case n e —N,(the case n 6 N can easily be 
shown using the same technique). We start from right-hand side of (2.4.9) and 
write, 
„ 2 „ _ r n 2 £ + ( m + n ) 2 P ( m + n ) p 
q ^ K ^ q ^ y ) = £ ' , _ • ( A . 1 . 2 ) 
mez y q 
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Meanwhile, 
- 1 - 1 
j=pn m £ Z j=pn 
m€Z j=pn 
9 V x m p £ _ X _ ? i . (A.1.3) 
1 - xyqm+n K ' 
Where in the last line, lemma (2.4.14) has been used. Now by subtracting (A.1.3) 
from (A. 1.2) one arrives at 
Til n 
E i _ g t / g m + n = j C c p ) ( q . ^ y g B ) , (A.i.4) 
mez 1 x y q 
which is the left-hand side of (2.4.9). 
Al l other periodicity properties in subsection 2.4.2 can be derived in a similar way. 
A.2 Period increasing statement for higher-level 
Appel l functions 
For Appell functions at arbitrary level p (not necessarily even), but when (u,p) = 1 
still, we have the following relation 
u— 1 u - 1 
iciP)(q, x,y) = ^2YlxPS ypb ^ p K<iofo u a»% u <f"> yu v~bu) 
s=0 6=0 
p - 1 u - 1 2 
+ %UT yUr~PS 9 W ' ~ ^ ~ d ( t f > x " QUT)-
r = l s = l 
ui—ps>\ 
Its proof is straightforward but requires, as for the proof of (2.4.20), the deriva-
tion of the crucial identity (2.4.17), valid for coprime positive integers u and p. Note 
that for such integers, 
ur ur. 
ur — ps > 0 <^=> ur > ps <^=> — > s I—J > s. (A.2.1) 
p p 
In fact since (u,p) = 1 and 0 < r < p, we need to deal with the integer part of 
y i.e. [ y ] rather than y itself, which is never an integer. So we concentrate on the 
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right-hand side of (2.4.17) and write, 
•ps 
p—lu-\ p-l [ prl 
r=l 5=1 r=l s=l 
ur—ps>l 
p- l [ f ] 




where in the last term we changed s —> [ y ] — s. Now by using lemma (2.4.14) in 
the last summation above we obtain, 
^ g u r - f ^ l p l - g ' " J P = E r = 0 9 ' " J - E r = 0 9 
1 - gp 1 - gP 
r=l 
P-l „t v^p-l ,ur = EL~oV-E?:09 
1 - gP 
Since wr — = «r mod(p) and as "r" runs from 0 to (p — 1), thus " f runs 





Therefore taking these into account we finally arrive at, 
P ~ 1 i i nup 
V 0 u r - p s = — ~ 9 
1 - 9 ( l - g " ) ( l - g * ) ' 
ur—ps>l 
which is exactly the formula (2.4.17). 
A.3 A rewriting of /C ( 2 p)(g, a;, y) - JC{2p)(q, x \ y) 
We start with the expression (2.4.20), which gives the level 2p Appell function as a 
sum of three terms t^t^,^, each of which involves double (or triple) summations. 
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The superscript + (resp. ) indicates that the second argument of /C(2p) is x, (resp. 
We therefore write 
£(2P)(q,x,y) - K:{2p)(q,x~\y) = - * r + *2 -*2 +*3 - * 3 i (A.3.1) 
and first concentrate on a rewriting of 
u—1 u—1 
* i " - *r = £ Z) ^ 9 - p f , 2 - p s 6 /C ( 2 p ) (g"2, a : u 9 f , y u q - f - b u ) 
s=0 6=0 
u—1 u—1 
- ^ ^ x - V ^ f ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ T ^ - f - 6 " ) . (A.3.2) 
s=0 6=0 
Step 1: we show that tf — t~{ may be rewritten as the difference of double 
sums in (2.4.21) modulo terms depending on the function d introduced in 
(2.2.3). 
Note that the contributions b = 0 and b = u in tf only differ by a $-term. This 
is easily seen when applying the periodicity property (2.4.10) to /C(2P) when p —> 
2 US US 
2p, q —> qu , x —>• xuq 2 , y —> y u g~ 2 and n = — 1. This allows us to write, 
u—1 u 
<+ = ^ ^ A p ! + J ^ " p i 2 " % P ) ( ? ^ u 9 M " g - 2 - t e ) 
s=0 6=1 
u - 1 2 p - l 
+ £ £ x P S + u r y P s + U r ^ ^ 2 p u ^ x 2 p „ 9 u V + u s P ) (A.3.3) 
s=0 r=0 
On the other hand, relabel s = u — s' in and apply the periodicity property 
2 = S l US' , 
(2.4.11) to /C ( 2 p) with p^2p,q^qu , x -> aTtt<?~ 2 , y _> ^"g 2 and n = - p to 
arrive at, 
u u—1 , 
s' = l 6=0 
tt u—1 0 
_ 'y ^ ^ ^ xPs'+ury2Pb-ps'-urq-Pb2+Pbs'+burQ^q2Pu2 ^ - 2 p u ^ - u 2 r - p u s ' ^ 
s ' = l 6=0 r = l - p 
= * i i - * r 2 - (A.3.4) 
We still need to manipulate ^ in order to complete step one of the proof. 
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• First note that the contributions 6 = 0 and b = u in only differ by a i9-term. 
This is easily seen when applying the periodicity property (2.4.10) to /C(2p) when 
2 U S ' U S > 
p —>• 2p, q —> qu , x —> x~uq~ 2 ; y —> yuq 2 and n — — 1. This allows us to write, 
*n = EE i P S V p s ' + 2 p v p 6 ! ¥ s '%) (?^ - u ?^ , ! / "#" k ) 
s ' = l 6=1 
u 2 P - 1 
+ xps'-ury-ps'+ure(q2pu\x-2puqu2r~ups). (A.3.5) 
s '= l r = 0 
• Using the periodicity property (2.4.11) with p —> 2p, q —> qu2, x —> x~u, y —>• yuq~bu 
and n = p, one sees that the contributions s' = 0 and s' = u differ by a 0-term in 
the first term of t^. We have, 




* " = E E / s V p s ' + 2 ^ " p t ^ + p f o ' ^ ) ( ? , ' ^ " u ? " " , l / u ? T " t , l ) 
+ E xury-ur+2pbq-pb2+bur6(q2pu2, aT 2 p V"'") 
6=1 r = l 
« 2 P - 1 
+ E a ? s ' " w y " p a # + u r % 2 , m 2 , a;- 2 p u g u 2 r - l i p s ) . (A.3.6) 
s' = l r = 0 
• Finally, we rewrite the first term in as 
u—1 u 
E E / ( s ' ' f e ) ' (A-3.7) 
s'=0 6=1 
where 
f(s',b) = xps ' y - ^ ' ^ q - ^ + ^ ' l C ^ ^ ^ x ^ q - ^ ^ ^ - ^ ) (A.3.8) 
and note that 
u—1 u u—l u u—1 
E E /(* '> 6 ) = E E w> + E E t / ( 5 ' - 6 ) - / ( * ' > f c + « ) ] • ( A - 3 - 9 ) 
s'=0 6=1 s'=0 6=1 s ' = l 6=1 
Applying the periodicity property (2.4.10) to /C(2p) when p —> 2p, q —> </"2,x —> 
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us' us' , 
x~uq~ 2 , y —>• yuq 2 ~ u and n = — 1, we arrive at, 
u— 1 u , 
s'=0 6=1 
u - 1 a' 2p-l 
_|_ ^ ^ ^ ' ^ ^ xps'-ury-ps'+ur+2pbq-pb2+ps'b-burQ^q2pu2 X~2PUqU2r-us'p^ 
s'=l 6=1 r=0 
u p 
+ ^  Y xury-ur+2pbq-pb'+bur9{q2pu2, aT 2*V u 2 r) 
6=1 r = l 
u 2p-l 
+ ^ Yl xps'-ury-ps'+ur9{q2pu\x-2puqu2r-ups). (A.3.10) 
s ' = l r=0 
In conclusion, we have, after collecting the information in (A.3.3), (A.3.4) and 
(A.3.10), 
u—1 u 
t+ = YY x p s y p s + 2 p b q - p b 2 - p b s 
s=0 6=1 
x [ / c ( 2 p ) ( / , A ? ? / V f - 1 - ^ ) ( / , x - v " y V ^ 6 , ' ) ] + 
71+7^ + 7^ + 7; + %, (A.3.11) 
where 
u - 1 2 p - l 
Ti = Y Y x P S + u r y p s + u r o ( q 2 p u \ x 2 p u q u 2 r + u s p ) , 
s=0 r=0 
u u—1 0 
q-^ _ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^.ps'+ury2pb—ps'—urq—pb2+pbs'+burQ^2pu2 ^—2pUq—u2r-pus'^ 
s '= l 6=0 r = l — p 
u p 
Tz = ~Y ^ 3 ; u r y " u r + 2 p V p 6 2 + f ' u r ^ ( 9 2 p u 2 , ^ - 2 p " 9 ~ u 2 r ) . 
6=1 r = l 
u 2p-l 
7; = - Y xps'-ury-ps'+ure(q2pu2,x-2puqu2r'ups), 
s' = l r=0 
u - 1 s' 2p-l 
•y^  _ _ ^ ] ^ ^ xps'—ury—ps'+ur+2pbg—pb2-\-ps'b-burQ^g2pu2 ^,-2pu^u2r-us'p^ 
s'=l 6=1 r=0 
(A.3.12) 
are the 0-terms emerging from (A.3.2) after repeated use of the periodicity properties 
of the level 2p Appell function. 
Step 2; we indicate how all terms in (A.3.12) with a negative power of y 
add up to zero. 
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The term 
u 2p—1 u—l 
E E E ^ s - u r y 2 p 6 + p , - u r 9 - p 6 2 - p , , s + 6 u r A ( r , s + 1 , u , p ) ( g u , x - 2 " ) (A.3.13) 
6=1—u r = l s=0 
2p6+ps—ur>0 
in (2.4.21) only contains positive powers of y, as do the terms tf and tf in (A.3.1). 
We therefore analyse the negative y-powers in the 0-terms appearing in (A.3.12). 
They potentially appear in %, % = 2, 3, 4, 5. 
• Change variable from r —>• — r in 7i and add it to 7i to obtain 
It U - l p—1 
7^ 7^ _ ^""^ xps-ury2pb-ps+urq-pb2+pbs-burQ^2pu2 x-2puqu2r-ups^ 
s = l 6=1 r=0 
u 2p-l 
_ ^ ^ xps-ury-ps+urg^q2pu2 x~2puqu2r-ups^ 
s=l r=p 
= % + (A.3.14) 
• Now change variable from r —>• — r in 73 and add i t to 7^- This yields 
u u—l p—l 
-J-' + J~3 = 'y ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ xps-ury2pb-ps+urq-pb2+pbs-burQ^q2pu2 x~2pu qu2r-ups^ 
s=l 6=1 r=0 
u - 1 
x-uTyur+2pbq-pb2-bure^q2Pu2 x-2puqu2ry (A.3 15) 
6=1 r=—p 
After a succession of standard manipulations on the above sums, one arrives at the 
following expression, 
u—l u—l p—l 
•y^ ' _|_ 7^ _ ~y ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ xps-ury2pb-ps+urq-pb2 +pbs-burQ^q2pu2 x~2puqu2r-ups^ 
s = l 6=1 r=0 
P 
- x u r y u ^ p - r ) q { - r - p ) u 2 d { q 2 p a \ aT 2 p V" 2 r ) - (A.3.16) 
r = l 
• Consider the contribution 
u 2 p - l 
V + T5 = xps-ury-ps+ur6(q2pu\x-2puqu2r-ups) 
s = l r=p 
u - l s 2 p - l 
_ y ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ xps-UTy-ps+ur+2pbq-pb2+psb-burQ^q2pu2 x~2puqu2r-usp^ ^ g 
s = l 6=1 r=0 
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which, after a few standard manipulations of the sums, yields 
u—1 u— 1 p—1 
J ' + J B — ^ ] ^ ^^,ps—ury2pb—ps+urq—pb2+pbs—burQ^q2pu2 ^,—2puqu2r—ups^ 
s = l 6=1 r=0 
t t - 1 u - 1 2 P - 1 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ps—ury2pb—ps+urq—pb2+pbs—buTQ^j2pu2 ^,—2puqu2r—ups^ 
s = l 6=0 r = P 
u - 1 u - 1 2 P - 1 
_j_ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ g,ps-ury2pb-ps+urq—pb2+pbs-burQ^q2pu2 ^.—2puqu2r-ups^ 
s=l b=s+l r=0 
p-1 
- y^x-uryur6{q2pu2,x-2puqu2r). (A.3.18) 
r = 0 
© Finally, putting everything together, we get, 
u—1 u—1 p— 1 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 2,—ur—p(u—s)y2pb+ur+p(u—s)q—pb2—pb(u—s)—burQ^q2pu2 ^.—2puqu2(r+p)-ups^ 
s = l 6=0 r=0 
_ xuryU{2p-r)q(r-p)u2Q^2pu2 ^ x~2pu(j-u2r^ 
r=l 
2 P - 1 
_|_ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^.ps—ury2pb—ps+urq—pb2+pbs—burQ^q2pu2 ^—2puqu2r—ups^ 
s=l 6=s+ l r=0 
- £ x-uryur6{q2pu2,x-2puqu2r), (A.3.19) 
= l 
u - 1 u - 1 P -  
r = 0 
and indeed, all negative powers in y have disappeared. 
Step 3: reorganising finite sums 
Our final goal is to re-express the sum 
Ti + T + t\ - £2 + t% ~ lz (A.3.20) 
as (A.3.13), with 
A(r,s+i,u,P)(q,x) = 9(q2pu,xpqur-p(s-V) - q r ^ X - r 9 ( q 2 p u , x p q - u r - p ^ ) . (A.3.21) 
This step is most easily completed with Maple, using a power expansion in the 
variable q, checking one obtains an identity for each power of q, with a wide number 
of sample values for the two coprimes u and p. 
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A . 4 A relation between Appel l and theta func-
tions 
We prove that the remarkable identity (2.4.26) can easily be derived from an identity 
by Kac [11]. We start with 
„n2p/2 ^nVr^m „m—n 
E «*)(«. *. w v = E E T^JT, - E E rrs5=- <A-41) 
ra£Z TiGZmeZ y y n€Z m€Z y H 
where in the last equality we have changed m —>• m — n. Therefore we continue as, 
mez nez mez y 
. (A.4.2) 
„ 1 - zyg m v ' 
At this point we separately need to show that, 
v z™ 0(i , i )(g,*y)II>i(W) 3 . > 
To do that we call an identity from [11], namely, 
j £ 1 + yqj ^ (1 + x g " " 1 ) ^ + x-lqn){l + yqn-l){l + y ~ V ) ' 
Now by changing x —>• — z and y —>• —y, one obtains, 
rr=i(i - ?")3 n~ ,(i - ?nxi - ^ - ' x i - * - w ) 
j 6 Z - - r r = i ( i - 9 n ) ( i - ^ " - ^ ( i - z~lqn) • ( i - g n ) ( i - y g " - 1 ) ( i - y- 1 ?") 
T W ^ - V 1 ) n ^ a - f f " ) 3 
(A.4.4) 
0(i , i)(g ,2- 1 )0(i , i ) (<7,y- 1 ) 
0(1,1) (9,^)0(1,1) (?»? / ) 
where ^(^^(g, z _ 1 ) = — z 0(1,1) (g, z). In (A.4.4) indeed, we obtained what we claimed 
in (A.4.3). Now, by changing z -» x and y —>• zy in (A.4.3) and putting the result 
in (A.4.1) we deduce, 
^ 0(i,i) (9 ,^)0(1,1) (q,x) 
which is exactly the formula (2.4.26). Note however the special limitations of q and 
x mentioned in [11], causing the formula (A.4.5) to be only valid for \q\ < \x\ < 1. 
Appendix B 
B . l A remarkable identity 
To extract the relation (3.4.12), valid for u and p positive coprime integers, we have 
similar arguments as we had in (A.2.1) and instantly try to express the right-hand 
side of (3.4.12) as, 
P — I u—i p—i (irl 
r = l s=l r = l s=l 
ui—ps>0 
P-I t ^ l - 1 
r = l s=0 
P - l i _fJtr.li, 
= - _ « - + , ¥ " - i f ^ r . (B.1.D 
r = l 
recalling that, 
P _ 1 P _ 1 1 - p P - 1 1 - U D 
r = l t=l y r=0 H 
Put these two fractions in ( B . l . l ) we get, 
( i - o ( i - 9 - " ) ( i - ? - ) • 1 j 
ur—ps>0 
Furthermore, a very small calculation for the left-hand side of (3.4.12) shows that, 
2P U _ p u - u ( r - i ) - P ( s - i ) nuP 2P-1 
E E = — — ( £ < r u r ) ( £ < r p s ) , (B.I.3) 
Z _ _ Z _ _ npu n~PU nUP n~up ' J ' v ' 
r = i s=i H H H H R = 0 S = 0 
in which by using the lemma (2.4.14) again, we reach the same result as in ( B . l . l ) . 
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C . l Period-increasing of i/, r) 
To prove formula (4.3.10) as a period increasing statement for the function F(fi, v, r ) , 
we start by writing the F function given in (4.3.6) in terms of the remarkable identity 
introduced in (2.4.26), namely 
E p
2i-Km(v+\) 
zri-T\ • ( C l . l ) 
The F function appearing in the right-hand side of (4.3.10) becomes, 
f>2i7rm(y3u-frr+|) 
F(ua + ra + ^ , u / 3 - T b + ±±^ , UT) = - V . M o , (C.1.2) 
v 2 ' ^ 2 ' / _ e-2in(au+aT+±)e2n[muT v ' 
and the right-hand side of (4.3.10) will therefore be given by, 
[R.H.S] = - Y Y -4i • (C1.3) 
L 1 ^ t-^i 1 _ p 2 i 7 r T ( m u - a ) p - 2 i 7 r i i ( Q + i ) v > 
meZa,b=0 1 e e 
Now using (2.4.12), the double summation above reduces to, 
IR.H.S] = - V eil-2inmi+2in(a+l)] 
1 1 1 _ p2mmTp-2mu(a+\) /L^i 
meZ e e 6=0 
e 2 m ( a + I ) ( U - l ) e 2 " 
Z-/ j _ e 2«rm5 e -2Mr ( a+ i ) 
mez 
^ r f a + * K « - i ) I W l ~ e 2 * ^ ) 3 * ! , ^ , /? - a - (u - 1)*) (C.1.4) 
where in the second line, the elementary lemma (2.4.14), and in the third line the 
remarkable identity (2.4.26) have been used. Using (2.2.13) and selecting 6 = 1 — u, 
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one can rewrite 
tfi i ( - , 0 - a - (u - 1 ) - ) = ( - l ) 1 - ^ ^ ^ " 1 - " ) 2 ^ 1 - " ^ 2 ^ - ^ " - 1 ) ^ . ( - J - a), ' u u ' u 
and, 
# i , i ( L , P + \ " (« " I ) 1 ) = ( - l ) 1 - u e - t ^ « 1 - u ) 2 + ( 1 - u ) ] e 2 i ^ + ^ ( " - 1 ^ 1 > 1 ( - , / 0 + - ) . 
Implementing these two rewritten items in (C.l.4), we finally arrive at, 
n j g , ( l - e » ^ ) 3 t f , , . & ? - * ) _ r 
1 1 ~ <M:.-<-iXWi;./» + i) " ( ' A « ' ' ' ' 
which is exactly the left-hand side of (4.3.10). 
We also quote how the function F transforms under the modular group. Its 
behaviour under the generating transformations S and T is easily derived using 
(2.2.18), (2.2.19) and (2.2.24) as well as by remarking that tfj^ and f \ o are invariant 
under T. We have, 
T.F = F(n,u,T + l) = F(fi,i/tT) (C.1.6) 
and 
S.F = F ( H ^ =±) = r e - ( M + - ) - f F ( » - \ + ±, v - \ + ±, r) . (C.1.7) 
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C.2 Definition and some identities for h ( r s u ^ { q , x) 
A(r,s,u,p) has been defined in (C.2.1). I t is expressed via theta functions as, 
A(r,,w)(Q> x ) = % 2 P " > x p q u r - p ^ ) - qr^x-r9{q2^, x ^ q ' ^ - ^ ) . (C.2.1) 
We occasionally use instead the notation, 
A r , s , U ) p(r , v) = fl(2puT,pu - p(s - l ) r + urr) 
_ e ^ r ( , - l ) r - 2 i ^ r u ^ 2 p u ^ p j / _ p ( g _ ^ _ ^ ( C 2 . 2 ) 
For this function it simply follows that, 
Ao,s,u,p — Ap ) S ) U jp — ^-2p,s,u,p — 0 . (C.2.3) 
Among other "shift-reflection" identities satisfied by A r i 5 i U i P , we note (n e Z) 
A 2 p „ - r , S ) t t l P ( r , v) = - e - ^ ^ - ^ ^ A r ^ r , u), (C.2.4) 
K+P,S-U,U,p(T, V) = e-*w-2™'T+2^-»T-2iwTAr,8,uAT, (C2.5) 
We should note that, all the labels used above, have been arranged to serve 
specially the s£(2|l) non-unitary case, however just a change of r <H- s or r' <-> s' 
must make everything ready to be used for N = 2 characters. 
C.3 a collected formula from what was done while 
calculating the rK~ 
If we precisely follow the calculation we had for H~ in chapter 4 and try to simplify 
the common factors in front of involved terms, in (4.2.44) and Ti^ from (4.2.50), 
we could describe the following formula as an individual identity as, 
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2 p - l , 
c 2pu > u ^ 2 p / V 2pu ' u 2p/ 
2p u 
a=0 
2 i 7 r a ( u ( s ' - l ) + p ( r ' + 2 n - l ) ) + i 7 r ^ 7 ( « ( s ' - l ) + p ( r ' + 2 n - l ) ) 2 
s' = lr'=1TI6Z 
l<r'+2n<2u 
x <J>(2p«r, 2p7 — u(s' — l ) r — p(r' — l ) r ) 
x fl(2puT, 2pr] + u(s' - 1)T 4- p{r' + 2n - l ) r ) 
2 u-1 P-1 
- 2 p e ~ 2 i 5 r p - 5_EE e 2 i 7 r ( s ' ~ " r ' ) 7 _ 2 i , r " [ s ' ~ « ( r ' + " ) l T 
r' = l n £ Z s' = l 
l-2u<r'+2n<0 
s'u—r'p>0 
x e 2 i 7 r 7 j ( s ' - - ( r ' + 2 " ) ) ^ ( 2 p « r , 2pr? + S'UT - p(r' + 2n)r). (C.3.6) 
By doing that, in fact we have a good possibility to use it as a very ready identity 
for chapter 5 as well. 
Appendix D 
D . l A period-increasing formula for d functions 
and related discussions 
To prove the period-increasing formula (4.2.33), we first prove the following simple 
theorem. 
Theorem I f the function f(n) for n e Z is periodic of period 2pu, with (u,p) = 1, 
i.e. i f 
f(n) = f ( n + 2pul), l £ Z , ( D . l . l ) 
one can show, 
2pu-l 2p- l u-1 
£ / ( w ) = £ £ / ( ± r u ± * p ) - (D.1.2) 
n=0 r=0 s=0 
Proof Indeed since 2pu is the period of / , we select two pairs of integers r, s and 
r', s' and write, 
±ru ± sp = ±r'u ± s'p (mod 2pu) . 
Therefore, 
± ( r — r')u = ± ( s ' — s)p (mod 2pw) , 
and since (u,p) = 1 , u|(s' — s) and 0 < s, s' < u => s = s' , 
which implies, 
± ( r — r')u = dz(r — r') = 0 (mod 2pu) . 
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Also 0 < r, r' < 2p r = r' , which means that any pair of integers r, s in the 
ranges given in (D.1.2) contributes to the double summation in the right hand side 
of (D.1.2). 
Now take / (n ) = e ^ ^ V ^ t f ^ p u r , n + 2pu/j,)—which readily satisfies ( D . l . l ) — 
and use the identity (D.1.2) to obtain, 
2p u 
^ - f ) = ^ T , ^ e 2 i , r ( « ~ t ) t " ( ' ' " - 1 ) + p ( s " - 1 ) ] + i ' r ^ [ r " - 1 + u ( s " - 1 ) ] 2 
r" = ls" = l 
x d(2puT, 2pv + u(r" - l ) r + p{s" - l ) r ) , (D.1.3) 
in which we have used (2.4.13), taken // = ^ — ^ , and have selected plus signs for 
both r" and s" indices. A simple change of r" <-> s" yields the formula in (4.2.33). 
In addition there is another useful property of sums of the type (D.1.2) and 
(D.1.3) to note. In (D.1.2), the double summation can be replaced by 
p - l 2 u - l 
r=0 s=0 
This is a direct consequence of / having period 2up. The summand in (D.1.3) is a 
particular case of function / , with argument depending on u(r" — 1) + p(s" — 1). 
There, we can change 
2p u p 2u 
E E - E E 
s"=Xr"=l j " = l r " = l 
D.2 Some further identities for Chapters 4 and 5 
An obvious, but still useful to note, is the following identity, 
2u 2u 
f(s' + 2n,s')= /(*' ,a ' + 2 n ) . (D.2.6) 
s' = l n s' = l n 
l<s'+2n<2u l<s'+2n<2u 
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Moreover, in the right hand side of formula above, summing separately over even 
and odd values of s' gives, 
2u 2u 
E E /(*' ,2n) + £ £ f(s',2n-l) = 
s'=l n s' = \ n 
even l<2n<2u odd l<2n- l<2u 
[n->n-4l [ n - m - ^ ] 
u 2?/ 2u u 2u 
= E (E /(s'> 2w) + E 2 " - !)) = E E M 2n - [s'}2) , (D.2.7) 
JI=1 s'=l s'=l n=l s' = l 
even odd 
with [s]2 = s mod 2. 
Furthermore an easy to derive, but indeed a truly f rui t fu l identity is, 
EE *(*W + 2 " ) = E E f ( 2 b - . P.2.8) 
s ' = l n £ Z s' = l 6=1 
l<s'+2n<2u 
where ^(s') is an arbitrary function of s'. The proof is also totally similar to (D.2.7). 
Formula above could be reformed as, 
EE * ( s W + 2n) = E E f ( 2 b - ^h) , (D.2.9) 
s'=lneZ s'=l b=l-u 
l-2u<s'+2n<0 
however worth noting that, any similar identity same as above equalities still hold 
if, a < s' + 2n < b for any integer a and b, as long as b — a = 2u — 1. I t can also be 
shown that for special kinds of function / appearing in the identity (D.2.8), namely 
function / such that, 
/ (2u + l ) = / ( l ) , (D.2.10) 
we can extend the validity of (D.2.8)(for (D.2.9) as well) to, 
EE + 2") = E *(s') E ^ 2 b ± ls'h) • (D-2.11) 
s'=ln£Z s' = l 6=1 
l<s'+2n<2u 
Obviously the same extend of validity can be also achieved for (D.2.9). 
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